
 

 

  
     

    
     

   
   

   

    
  

  
        

  
    

  

  
 

 
       

    
    
       

     

         
       

 

 
 

  

July 5, 2018 

Dear Forum Participant 

Attached are the minutes of the Aeronautical Charting Forum, Instrument Procedures Group 
(ACF-IPG) meeting 18-01 held on April 24, 2018.  The meeting was hosted by the MITRE, at 
their McLean, VA conference center. An office of primary responsibility (OPR) action listing 
(Attachment 1) and an attendance listing (Attachment 2) are appended to the minutes. 

Please note there are briefing/presentation slides inserted in the minutes as PDF files, indicated 
with a highlighted “slide” or “VIEW”, as discussed during the Forum. All are asked to review the 
minutes and attachments for accuracy and forward any comments to the following: 

Mr. John Bordy 
FAA/AFS-420 
P.O. Box 25082 
Oklahoma City, OK 73125 

Copy to: Mr. Steve VanCamp 
FAA/AFS-420 (Pragmatics) 
P.O. Box 25082 
Oklahoma City, OK 73125 

Phone: 405-954-0980 
FAX: 405-954-5270 
E-mail: john.bordy@faa.gov 

Phone: 405-954-5237 
FAX: 405-954-5270 
E-mail: steve.ctr.vancamp@faa.gov 

The AFS-420 web site contains historical information relating to ongoing activities including the 
ACF-IPG, and the home page is located at: 
https://www.faa.gov/about/office_org/headquarters_offices/avs/offices/afx/afs/afs400/afs420/acfipg. 
This site contains the historical minutes of past meetings as well as a chronological history of 
open and closed issues to include: the original submission; a brief synopsis of the discussion at 
each meeting; the current status of open issues; required follow-up action(s); and the OPR for 
those actions. There is also a link to the ACF Charting Group web site. We encourage 
participants to use these sites for reference in preparation for future meetings. 

ACF meeting 18-02 is scheduled for October 23-25, 2018 with AOPA as host. ACF meeting 19-
01 is scheduled for April 23-25, 2019 with host TBD. 

We look forward to your continued participation. 

John Bordy, FAA/AFS-420 
Co-Chairman, Aeronautical Charting Forum, 
Chairman, Instrument Procedures Group 



 
    

   
 

   

   
    

 
    

     

    
  

     
    

 
     
     

  

  
   

  

  
    

  
     

AERONAUTICAL CHARTING FORUM (ACF) 
MEETING 18-01 April 24, 2018 

HOST: MITRE Corp 
Meeting Minutes 

1. Opening Remarks:  John Bordy, Flight Standards co-chair of the Aeronautical Charting 
Forum (ACF), and Chair of the Instrument Procedures Group (IPG), opened the meeting at 
8:30 am on Tuesday, April 24, 2108. MITRE Corp hosted the forum at their McLean, VA 
headquarters. 

2. MITRE Welcoming Comments: Al Herndon, MITRE, provided welcoming comments on 
behalf of MITRE. The group was very appreciative of MITRE’s willingness to host the 
Forum and for the outstanding facilities. 

3. Introductions: Attendees introduced themselves and their organizations. A sign in roster 
was circulated and a listing of attendees is included as attachment 2. 

4. Review of Minutes from Last Meeting, ACF 17-02: Steve VanCamp, Flight Procedure 
Standards Branch, (Pragmatics - Contract Support), briefed that the minutes of ACF-IPG 
17-02, which was held on October 24, 2017, were electronically distributed to all attendees 
and contacts on the ACF Master Mailing List on December 27, 2017. There were no changes 
submitted, and the minutes were accepted as distributed. 

5. Informational Briefings: 

a. Status of 8260-series orders. John Bordy (Flight Procedure Standards Branch) briefed 
(VIEW) the status of 8260-series orders and provided a synopsis of recent changes to each order. 

(1) Order 7910.5D, Aeronautical Charting Forum. Last issued December 2016. There is 
a governmental initiative to reduce certain types of meetings, however this meeting will 
continue. Under review is a possible name change for the forum and a review of the 
requirements for providing notification of upcoming meetings within the Federal Register. 

(2) Order 8260.3D, U.S. Standard for Terminal Instrument Procedures (TERPS). 
Published in February 2018; primary effort was aligning ILS and LPV evaluation standards. 
(About 90% accomplished). Change 1 in progress (anticipate publication late 2018) with 
emphasis on departure procedures. 

(3) Order 8260.15E, U.S. Army Terminal Instrument Procedures Services. Revision in 
progress, with coordination between the U.S. Army and Aeronautical Information Services 
(AJV-5). 

(4) Order 8260.19H, Flight Procedures and Airspace. Change 1 to be published soon. 
The changes were strictly editorial so did not go out for external coordination. Change 2 draft 
should be developed soon, with the emphasis to clarify equipment and PBN requirements notes, 



  

     
  

 
   

 
  

    
   

    
      

    
  

 
  

      
   

    
  

 
    

    
 

  

  
    

  

  
 

  
  

  

   
    

  
   

    

and other minor changes requested by AJV-5 for procedure development (no impact for external 
organizations).  

(5) Order 8260.46F, Departure Procedure Program. Last issued in December 2015. 
Draft Order 8260.46G is in external coordination now; changes include removal of references to 
ARINC coding, clarification on top altitudes, removal of takeoff obstacles from SID charts, etc. 

(6) Order 8260.58A, US Standard for PBN Instrument Procedure Design. Change 1 
published March 2017, and Change 2 expected by the end of the year. One goal is the 
incorporation of helicopter criteria (which would then cancel Order 8260.42), and the other is 
adding RNP-AR departure criteria. 

Mike Clayton, Air Force Flight Standards Agency (AFFSA) inquired about Order 8260.32E, U.S. Air 
Force Terminal Instrument Procedures Service, and John Bordy (Flight Procedure Standards Branch) 
advised John Lindsey (Flight Procedure Standards Branch) is the POC. Mike indicated some editorial 
changes are needed, so John Bordy suggested submitting issues directly to John Lindsey or by 
introducing a new item at the next US Instrument Flight Procedures Panel (US-IFPP) meeting in June. 
Bennie Hutto, National Air Traffic Controllers Association (NATCA), said even though Order 8260.19 
changes were editorial in nature, NATCA would have liked to have seen the Order in coordination. 
NATCA wanted to request some changes to keep the order aligned with Air Traffic Order updates. John 
Bordy suggested those items should be raised in various groups that are currently ongoing (such as the 
US-IFPP departure or STAR working groups) or as new items for the US-IFPP in June. John Bordy 
demonstrated how to register with the FAA to receive notifications of updates to Flight Standards orders 
and notices. (link shown in slide) 

b. ATC “Do Not Chart” holding patterns (ACF #99-02-218):  John Bordy (FAA Flight 
Procedure Standards Branch), briefed (VIEW) no work has been accomplished for this item 
since the last meeting, adding there are only a few in the NAS. John will be introducing this to 
the US-IFPP as a new agenda item in June. The intent will be to ask the US-IFPP if policy 
should continue to allow air traffic control (ATC) facilities to continue being able to determine 
whether or not missed approach holding is charted on an approach procedure. The FAA will also 
identify locations that currently do not have charted missed approach holding patterns and query 
the ATC facility if they can be depicted. (ACF concurrence at 17-02 was it is desirable to show 
all of these). 

c. Proposal to remove airport names from 8260 series forms:  John Bordy (FAA Flight 
Procedure Standards Branch), briefed (VIEW) the intent is to move forward in Order 8260.19 
change 2 to delete airport names from procedure design forms such as FAA Form 8260-3, 
8260-5, and 8260-15. Drafting work on the verbiage should start in a few weeks. This change 
could occur early 2019 timeframe. John displayed examples of what the current forms look like 
and what the new forms would look like with the airport names removed. 

d. International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) IFPP Update: John Bordy (FAA 
Flight Procedure Standards Branch), briefed (VIEW) ICAO IFPP initiatives. ICAO is in the 
process of changing procedure naming from RNAV to RNP, however the U.S. is not changing. 
Reuben Jonker, Nav Canada, added they are still deciding, but generally follow the U.S. due to 
proximity. John said ICAO has some PBN to ILS initiatives, which the U.S. supports. RNP-AR 



    
 

    

    
    

      
     

  
 

     

   
 

    
   

     
 

  
    

  
  

 
  

 
  

 
    

  
    

  
  

       
     

  
  

 
 

   
  

     

criteria are being developed by both the U.S. and ICAO. ICAO has some ATS route naming 
issues but not affecting U.S. 

6. Old Business (Open Issues) 

a. 12-01-299: Loss of CAT D Line of Minima in Support of Circle-to-Land 
Operations. John Bordy (Flight Procedure Standards Branch) informed the group that the policy 
memo issued in December 2014, indicating its FAA policy to accommodate Category C and D 
minimums to the maximum extent possible, is still in effect and similar language will be in draft 
Order 8260.43C, Flight Procedures Management Program. A draft excerpt of the language was 
shown (VIEW). 

Action Items: John Bordy will advise on status of publishing Order 8260.43C. 

Status: Item open. 

b. 12-01-301: Publishing a Vertical Descent Angle (VDA) with 34:1 Surface 
Penetrations in the Visual Segment also includes issue 13-01-309. John Blair (Flight 
Operations Branch) (VIEW) displayed draft Aeronautical Information Manual (AIM) language 
developed in conjunction with Rich Boll, National Business Aviation Association (NBAA). The 
intent of the draft AIM addition is to fortify that VDAs are advisory only, and to explain that a 
database provider may calculate and provide a VDA even though one isn’t charted. John Blair 
indicated the draft language is currently being coordinated internally within the FAA for 
comment and noted its focus is on FAA publications as opposed to how commercial charting 
entities address VDAs. A lengthy discussion followed, with one commenter indicating that 
perhaps the language isn’t strong enough (i.e., in providing a warning about obstacles below 
minimum descent altitude) to which Rich responded that the displayed language only represented 
a small portion of the current VDA language in the AIM. Another commenter was concerned 
about data houses continuing to provide VDAs even though the FAA themselves weren’t 
charting them; it was suggested that was a separate issue perhaps best addressed by certification. 
John Collins (GA pilot) felt the last paragraph addressed higher end aircraft equipment, and since 
the AIM is used more by GA pilots, the intended audience may be missed. Michael Stromberg 
(UPS) and Valerie Watson (Aeronautical Information Services) noted the paragraph does state 
clearly “...the VDA is advisory only and does not provide obstacle protection below the MDA”, 
and do not see the need for different language. It was agreed that the draft language would be 
made available to everyone in attendance and that comments should be directed directly to John 
Blair. John Bordy (Flight Procedure Standards Branch) also addressed the stipple issue brought 
up by Rich at the last meeting (Note: The stipple is the shaded extension of the glide path 
depiction in the profile view of an RNAV procedure and is intended to indicate the 34:1 visual 
surface is free from obstructions.) John explained that stipples can be charted even where Flight 
Inspection has directed the VDA to be removed because the two policies have no direct linkage. 
The 34:1 is determined to be clear or not by evaluation of obstacles within the procedure 
designer’s database, whereas removal of VDA can often be a subjective call by the Flight 
Inspector. This issue will be referred to the US-IFPP to firstly determine whether stipples should 
continue to be published, and if so, if there should be policy to remove stipples for those 
procedures where Flight Inspection directs a VDA to be removed. 



  
    

 
  

       
 

       

    
 

    
    

   
 

  
   

    
 

  
     

    
     

   
  

 
  

 
    

  
  

  
  

  
      

   
   

        
  

   

  
    
   

    

Editor’s Note: Proposed AIM language sent to all ACF 18-01 IPG participants in attendance 
via e-mail on 04-25-2018 soliciting comment for John Blair NLT 05-08-2018. 

Action Items: 
• John Blair will look at feedback from the 04-25-2018 email and review proposed AIM 

language. 
• John Bordy will present a new agenda item for the US-IFPP on stipple usage. 

Status: Item open. 

c. 13-02-312: Equipment Requirement Notes on Instrument Approach Procedures. 
Joel Dickinson (Performance Based Operations Branch) provided an update on progress related 
to developing the long-term concept for performance based navigation (PBN) notes on 
instrument flight procedures. The PBN notes will indicate the required navigation specification 
and sensor required to fly the procedure (or certain segments of the procedure) and indicate any 
additional capabilities that may be required (for example, RF turns). This effort is rooted in a 
recommendation from the Performance-based Operations Aviation Rulemaking Committee 
(PARC) to standardize notes and add them to all PBN instrument flight procedures. Joel 
indicated that when the notes and format are finalized, there would be corresponding guidance in 
the legend of the Terminal Procedures Publication and expanded AIM and Instrument 
Procedures Handbook information. Joel stated the original PARC recommendation was for PBN 
notes to be annotated on all PBN instrument procedures, but somehow SIDs and standard 
terminal arrival (STAR) procedures were not included in the FAA’s initial efforts, so Joel is 
working to correct that. Rune Duke, Aircraft Owners and Pilots Association (AOPA), said there 
are some existing procedures with notes that aren’t clear. Valerie Watson (Aeronautical 
Information Services) added they are receiving P-NOTAMs and amendments for PBN 
requirements notes on these type procedures also. Joel confirmed these are on hold awaiting 
corresponding guidance publication. John Collins (GA pilot) discussed PBN codes as used when 
filing flight plans, and Joel concurred some line up and others do not, adding that is part of the 
effort. John Collins added that when designating some codes, ARTCC ERAM computers will 
give the authority to some aircraft to fly procedures their equipment is not capable of. Ken 
Holden, U.S. Army, added the note “RNAV-1” must be linked to a sensor (leads to question 
should TAA be RNAV-1). Joel reiterated the effort is to standardized terminology (meaning) and 
format (presentation) and how it will look to the pilot. John Bordy (Flight Procedure Standards 
Branch) mentioned change 2 to Order 8260.19 will clarify existing PBN note requirements to, 
particularly ILS procedures that incorporate PBN segments (i.e., hybrid procedures). Michael 
Stromberg (UPS) asked if examples would be available, and Joel said yes. Gary McMullen, 
Southwest Airlines (SWA) said they would like to take examples back for review by 
management. Many members of the group indicated they want to see proposed changes before 
any decisions are made as there are concerns related to ICAO harmonization, format, PBN box 
content, and the language that is intended for the AIM and IPH. Joel solicited volunteers to hold 
a group meeting for further PBN Requirements Notes discussions (List). 

Action Items: 
• Joel Dickinson will hold a meeting to discuss the issue with identified participants. 
• Joel Dickinson will mature the concept and provide a further update at the next meeting. 

Status: Item open. 



     
     

   
  

 
 

    
  

     
     

    
 

    
       

 
  

   

 
   

   
   

    
   

    
   
  

    
    

   
        

  
   

   
    

        
    

    
  

    
  

     
      

 

d. 14-01-315: 90-Degree Airway-to-RNAV-IAP Course Change Limitation; Arrival 
Holds. John Bordy (FAA Flight Procedure Standards Branch) briefed this item was discussed at 
US-IFPP 18-01 and closed. John indicated the FAA does not intend to increase permissible turns 
for RNAV procedure from a maximum of 90 degrees to a maximum of 120 degrees. He also 
indicated the FAA does not intend to reduce the maximum allowable turn for conventional 
procedures from 120 degrees to 90 degrees. The FAA believes over time the number of 
conventional procedures that include turns of more than 90 degrees will gradually reduce as the 
VOR infrastructure is reduced and as PBN procedures become more commonplace. 

Action Items: AFS-420 management will send an explanatory note to Rich Boll (NBAA) on the 
rationale to not pursue the issue. 

Status: Item closed. 

e. 15-01-320: Common Sounding Fix Names. John Bordy (Flight Procedure Standards 
Branch) briefed on two action items: adding language to draft Order 8260.19I for awareness of 
common sounding fix names with procedures; will meet with PBN office on possible language 
changes during initial planning process for awareness in Order 7110.41. Bennie Hutto (NATCA) 
advised this is a site development document. Lev Prichard (APA) said this has been a problem 
for a long time. When pilots identify issues they have no easy place to send them, and it can take 
two years to fix, so a method to identify during development would be preferable. Kevin Allen 
(AA) mentioned two specific fixes on the SFO SERFR3 arrival, NARWL and NRRLI (published 
for 6 months), and Bennie agreed this was a problem and is being fixed. Ted Thompson 
(Jeppesen) said the issue appears to be enunciation vs. spelling. Bennie talked about reviewing 
the entire procedure when completed looking at every waypoint. Gary Fiske (AJT-24) said one 
problem is the folks involved in the design phase move on to new projects prior to the new fix 
names being “plugged in” to the design, and similar sounding fix issues may not be seen with the 
final review. The group agreed this is part of the problem and not an easy fix. Valerie Watson 
(Aeronautical Information Services) added NFDC has no automated way to check for issues. 
Ethan Israel (MITRE) thinks an automated system could be feasible, and mentioned he would be 
interested in investigating further. Michael Stromberg (UPS) suggested as a start to avoid fixes 
on the same route (i.e., a STAR) beginning with the same letter if possible, and John said that 
intent could be added to procedure design policy. Gary Fiske suggested (John agreed) not 
allowing facilities to request specific fixes for convenience. John requested the identification of a 
point of contact within the Air Traffic Organization (ATO) that he could work with, along with 
the National Flight Data Canter (NFDC) in finding a solution to this issue. Gary mentioned he 
will ask his management to identify an ATO POC for this issue. Lev mentioned that if a facility 
has an issue the problem is fixed within about six months, but if pilot identifies an issue it can 
often take 2-3 years for a solution. Rune Duke (AOPA) said in the last two months there have 
been four related Aviation Safety Reporting System (ASRS) reports. Rune asked about the 
routing of these reports, i.e., who is getting them and are they the right people to take action. 
John Barry (AIR-131) suggested the phonetic enunciation of a word must be standardized by a 
specific source, and must be scrutinized prior to using the fix name. Bruce McGray (Flight 
Operations Branch) asked if an ASRS representative belongs in any of the groups (CNS; PARC; 
ACF; etc.) and Gary Fiske (AJT-24) said they should be sent to FAA offices. John Bordy took an 
IOU to look into routing. Gary said all original items in the issue have been resolved. Lev want 



   
      

  
   
      
     
  

 

   
 

        
   

    
   

  
     

   
 

    
  

   
 

  
  

 

   
 

     
     

     
     

  
 

   
    

   
  

     
    

   
  

   

an ATO POC established for similar sounding names as at least a temporary fix, and Rich Boll 
(NBAA) agrees with the need for a common reporting POC above the facility level. 

Action Items: 
• Gary Fiske to provide an ATO POC to assist in working this issue. 
• John Bordy to work with the ATO POC and NFDC to try to find a resolution. 
• John Bordy will look into routing issues for ASRS reports related to the issue. 
• John will continue draft language work on Order 8260.19I and consider incorporating 

some discussed ideas. 

Status: Item open. 

f. 15-01-321: Coding of Missed Approach for ILS RWY 31L and ILS RWY 31R at 
KJFK. John Bordy (Flight Procedure Standards Branch) informed the group that the subject 
procedures at John F. Kennedy Intl airport were revised to remove the maximum altitude 
restrictions within the missed approach. John and Tony Lawson (AJV-5) researched the NAS to 
identify all procedures with a maximum altitude restriction in the missed approach and will 
determine a course of action for those procedures (either obtain waiver or amend). Gary Fiske 
(AJT-24) said this could be a coding problem when text is unclear, and John added that when 
waiver requests are being considered, the language of the missed approach instructions are 
scrutinized to ensure the intent of the procedure designer is clear. Rich asked if Order 8260.19 
should contain language specifying missed approach instructions should be worded when they 
contain a maximum altitude restriction, and John said we normally don’t include policy for non-
standard procedure design (maximum altitudes in missed approach are non-standard). Rich then 
stated it would be possible then for different procedures (with maximum altitude restrictions) to 
have different language in the missed approach instructions to convey the restriction. John 
conceded evaluation of the missed approach instructions is subjective, but that he would talk to 
the manager of the branch responsible for approving waivers to see if Rich’s concern about 
consistency can be addressed. John asked the group if they would like to keep this open or close 
this and report back at next meeting; the group concurred with issue closure. 

Status: Item closed. 

g. 15-02-323: Depiction of Low, Close-In Obstacles on SIDs & ODPs. John Bordy 
(Flight Procedure Standards Branch) advised the FAA is in process of removing the textual 
listing of takeoff obstacles from SIDs and instead placing all of them in the front of the TPP 
(obstacles will remain on graphic ODPs). John Bordy reported the IFPP’s Departure Working 
Group is looking at ways to reduce the number of obstacles being charted as low, close-in 
obstacles. John mentioned part of the reason the number of low, close-in obstacle is growing is 
because of surveyors reporting more obstacles as opposed to the minimum number required by 
survey standards. One method being considered is to divide the initial climb area into 
sectors/zones, and only charting representative obstacles for each sector. John Bordy mentioned 
this work is ongoing and nothing has been decided as of yet. John Blair (Flight Operations 
Branch) said there is work on AIM language in progress. Enrique Sanabria (Port Authority 
NY/NJ) discussed that some listed obstacles may not exist anymore or may contain incorrect 
information. Enrique mentioned the Port Authority has an Obstruction Working Group for 
NY/NJ, and invited any interested airlines and aeronautical information providers to participate 
if interested. Enrique mentioned the challenges they face are often attributed to there being 



 
    

      
 

       
 

    
 

   
    

      
    

  
 

    
   

   
  

  
   

   
   

    
  

   
    

    

      

  
       

  
   

 

  
 

     
  

   
       

    
    

 
 

multiple databases with slightly different information (such as elevation and coordinates). John 
Bordy also mentioned there is a Survey Working Group within the US-IFPP that is working on 
issues related to the recent survey data and issues related to the number of obstacles being 
reported through surveys. 

Action Items: John Bordy will report on result of IFPP initiatives and the publication of Order 
8260.46G. 

Status: Item open. 

h. 16-01-325: Priority of Terminal Procedure Amendments. John Bordy (Flight 
Procedure Standards Branch) stated this pertains to STARs that have long term NOTAMs, 
without a mechanism to generate an amendment to remove the NOTAM. A recent query showed 
approximately 40 STARs with a NOTAM over a year old (224-day limit on Temp NOTAMs 
applies), with some on procedures that do not exist anymore. There are permanent NOTAMs on 
STARs also which are not consistent with policy. Since STAR NOTAMs are issued by the ATO, 
John asked if there were any suggestions from ATO on how to remedy these issues. John 
suggested education is needed on NOTAM policy in Order 7930.2 and asked if there is a POC 
within the ATO that could be identified to assist with this issue. Gary Fiske (AJT-24) said the 
Airspace procedures office in the ARTCC would probably be where the responsibility would be. 
John said there are two issues: the 40 NOTAMs over a year old, and that these either need to be 
eliminated if no longer needed, or amendments to the procedures need to start. Awareness is 
needed throughout that once a NOTAM is issued that is intended to be of a permanent nature, 
then immediate action is required to get the procedure scheduled for amendment. Bennie Hutto 
(NATCA) agreed the existing process is not working even though facilities review NOTAMs 
daily. John said AJV-5 has a minor role in STARs, and Gary suggested using the OSG to clear 
existing STAR NOTAMs (determine if they are valid still). Bennie concurred. John will write 
Gary Fiske an e-mail outlining the problem, and Gary will take this e-mail to his management to 
push out to the service centers. John will call the service centers to inquire about initiating 
projects to clear existing identified STAR NOTAMs. John Bordy said an additional area of 
possible discussion is considering the use of P-NOTAMs on SIDs/STARs (questions on 
procedure naming and tracking) but that will be a longer term initiative. 

Action Items: 
• John will provide an e-mail to Gary Fiske outlining the problem, and Gary will take to his 

management to push out to the service centers. 
• John will contact the service centers to look at the 40 identified NOTAMs and identify a 

path forward to clear them. 

Status: Item open. 

i. 16-01-326: Order 8260.46F, “Top Altitude” Charting Constraints. Gary Fiske (AJT-
24) briefed the current Order 8260.46 allows no more than two top altitudes per procedure, and 
that Bennie Hutto (NATCA) put out a change initiator requesting that be changed. An internal 
FAA meeting was held looking for a path forward and to discuss what air traffic’s concerns were 
and how the FAA got to where we are now. Bennie said the meeting consensus was to allow the 
inclusion of an additional “or as assigned by ATC” top altitude option, which would not be 
counted as one of the two currently allowable top altitudes. In other words, the request is to 
allow up to two numeric altitudes and a third in the form of “or as assigned by ATC”. Order 



  
    

   
 

   

       
   

     

   
 

     
  

    
     

   
 

    
    

   
    

  

   
    

 
 

   

    
 

    
    

      
   

   
 

        
 

    
 

      
     

     
   

   
 

   

8260.46G is in coordination, so changes may be too late (could be noted as a comment by the 
ATO reviewers), but John Bordy (Flight Procedure Standards Branch) will check with T.J. 
Nichols (Manager, Flight Procedure Standards Branch) and see if a change (via reacting to a 
comment) could be made without requiring a restart of the coordination process. If not, then John 
said he will brief the issue to the US-IFPP for consideration and change within Order 8260.46. 

Action Items: John Bordy will check with TJ Nichols and see if a change (via comment) is 
possible without requiring a restart of the coordination process. If the requested change can’t be 
included within Order 8260.46G, then John will refer this issue to the IFPP. 

Status: Item open. 

j. 16-02-327: Arrival Holding Patterns Required for Approach Entry. John Bordy 
(Flight Procedure Standards Branch) informed the group that the proposal to allow arrival 
holding patterns be used for procedure entry was briefed to the January meeting of the US-IFPP 
and was generally well received. However, at the US-IFPP the representative from Aircraft 
Certification expressed some concerns regarding RNAV holding in general, and was hesitant to 
endorse a policy change that could be interpreted as a new certification requirement. John 
suggested convening a meeting with Rich Boll (NBAA) and Aircraft Certification 
representatives. John Bordy will set up the meeting for their concerns. Rich said he had 
requested feedback and only Rune Duke (AOPA) had provided any. The two verbiage options 
(VIEW) for possible chart notes were provided by Rich and will be placed on the Instrument 
Procedures Group web site to solicit feedback. 

Action Items: 
• The two options provided by Rich are on the Instrument Procedures Group web site to 

solicit feedback. 
• John Bordy will set up a meeting between Aircraft Certification and Rich Boll. 

Status: Item open. 

k. 16-02-328: Increasing Complexity of Speed Restriction Notes on SIDs & STARs. 
John Bordy (Flight Procedure Standards Branch) briefed Order 8260.46G is out for external 
comment with some language changes. These changes will be in Order 8260.19I (STAR policy), 
which has not been started yet (since effort is still on Order 8260.19H Change 2.) The effort will 
be to provide similar language to Order 8260.46, and provide a smaller set of specific examples 
on speed restriction notes. 

Action: John Bordy will develop draft language for Orders 8260.19 and 8260.46. 

Status: Item open. 

l. 17-02-329: Need for Computer Navigation Fix (CNF) at Terminus of a Dead 
Reckoning (heading) Segment. John Bordy (Flight Procedure Standards Branch) briefed the 
practice of establish CNF fixes at the end of a dead reckoning segment was just recently 
terminated due to the FAA’s desire to stop adding fixes solely for coding purposes. John 
indicated we are open to the idea even though this request appears to be contrary to the direction 
we intended to go. John stated this issue will be referred to the June meeting of the US-IFPP for 
action. Rich Boll (NBAA) then asked if CNF fixes will remain on ILS approach procedures 



    

        

    

   
 

   

 

  
  

 
 

  
   
   

   
 

     
 

   
   

   
  

  

    

  

when serving as a final approach course fix (FACF) for coding purposes. Tony Lawson 
(Aeronautical Information Services) indicated those will remain when no intermediate fix is 
present on the ILS procedure. 

Action Item: John Bordy will refer this item to the US-IFPP. 

Status: Item open. 

m. 17-02-330:  Climb Gradients for Standard Instrument Departures (SIDs). Rich Boll 
(NBAA) briefed from a slide presentation the findings of a working group he co-chaired with 
Gary McMullin over the past several months. The first part was asking the FAA to require 
approval before publishing any ATC crossing altitude restriction that would require a climb 
gradient of more than 500 ft/NM. Rich mentioned this request has already been accepted and is 
currently included within the draft Order 8260.46G that is currently being coordinated. The main 
proposal would be to reintroduce the publication of climb gradients for ATC purposes. Rich gave 
a brief overview of history (VIEW) on publishing ATC and obstacle climb gradients (a previous 
ACF agenda item requested only publishing one gradient.) Rich informed the group that the 
FAA used to publish ATC climb gradients, but then ceased charting ATC climb gradients under 
the belief that they can be too onerous since they are calculated on a worst-case basis. Rich 
indicated climb gradient information is needed to help pilots determine whether a crossing 
altitude restriction can be met. The proposal is to once again chart ATC climb gradients on SIDs. 
Chart examples were shown and discussed. Rich said the working group’s consensus is to 
establish a single climb gradient for obstacle clearance on SIDs and ODPs, and to annotate these 
as obstacle climb gradients. When ATC crossing altitude restrictions require a climb gradient on 
a SID, it is proposed to establish a single climb gradient that would allow compliance with all 
ATC restrictions. These climb gradients would be identified on the chart as ATC climb gradients. 
Rich explained how the aircrew should treat each climb gradient differently. An obstacle climb 
gradient should be treated as a plane that the aircraft cannot ever penetrate from above, that is, the 
aircraft must always remain above the climb gradient’s surface. Conversely, an ATC climb 
gradient only represents the average gradient needed to meet the crossing restriction at the fix 
where it’s established. In this case, the aircraft’s altitude between the point where the climb starts 
and the point where the altitude restriction is established is not that important, provided the 
crossing is made at the fix at (or above) the minimum charted altitude. The purpose of the ATC 
climb gradient is to inform the pilot of the necessary performance needed to comply with the 
altitude restriction. The working group suggested that a SID should be limited to one obstacle 
climb gradient, and if necessary, one ATC climb gradient. Further, an ATC climb gradient and 
the associated crossing restrictions should be eligible for cancellation by ATC when not needed 
or when aircraft performance is limited. Rich indicated that if the proposal is accepted, then 
requisite guidance and information must be published in the AIM, Aeronautical Information 
Publication, IPH, and Instrument Flying Handbook. Rich mentioned how we already allow two 
climb gradients now, one for obstacles and one for LNAV engagement (when an early turn is 
necessary). For consideration, he suggested the possibility of establishing an assumption (through 
applicable guidance) that a 500 ft/NM climb gradient up to 500 feet above departure end of 
runway elevation be considered the norm, which would then negate the need to publish an LNAV 
engagement climb gradient (similar to our current 200 ft/NM assumption). Rich said this will 
have to go to the US-IFPP, but wanted ACF consensus prior. Rune Duke said AOPA supports 
this. 



   
     

  
    

   

       
     

 
   

  
    

     
  

 
  

 

   
     

    
 

     
    

   
 

   

     
     

 
  

     
 

 
 

  

    
 

   
 

   
    

      

  

Action: 
• Presentation (slide #31) is posted on the ACF web site for comment (request comments 

be directed to Rich Boll). 
• John Bordy will introduce the topic to the June US-IFPP meeting for consideration. 

Status: Item open. 

n. 17-02-331: Visibility/Climb Gradient Requirements for Takeoff. John Bordy (Flight 
Procedure Standards Branch) provided an update on the issue related to different takeoff 
minimums for the same runway at Las Vegas. John firstly stated that Flight Standards believes 
there is sufficient guidance available related to the meaning of “lower than standard” takeoff 
minimums since that is controlled by operations specification. Gary McMullen (SWA) agreed no 
additional guidance/policy is expected. Regarding the different minimums on the Las Vegas 
BOACH and SHEAD SIDs, Tony Lawson (Aeronautical Information Services) advised the LAS 
RWY 1 BOACH and SHEAD SIDs will soon be amended. John mentioned the current 
difference is likely attributed to the procedures being evaluated at different times, without 
crosschecking impact on the other procedures to the same runway. John will explore possible 
policy language changes to look encourage consistency across the procedures when making 
amendments. 

Action Items: 
• Aeronautical Information Services will report on amendment efforts for the Las Vegas 

BOACH & SHEAD SIDs to harmonize the takeoff minimums. 
• John Bordy will determine if there is any policy language needed to help ensure 

consistency in takeoff minimums for the same runway. 

Status: Item open. 

7. New Business (New Agenda Items) 

a. 18-01-333 Special Authorization Category I (SA CAT I) and Special Authorization 
Category II (SA CAT II) Chart Note Change. Doug Dixon (Flight Operations Branch) presented 
the issue (VIEW) requesting the removal of the equipment specific chart notes for SA CAT I and 
SA CAT II, since the Ops specs will identify what is required. This will normalize them with 
CAT II and CAT III, which do not have the notes and rely on Op Specs, Mil-Specs or LOAs to 
show required equipment for an operator or aircraft. This will require changes to Order 8400.13 
and Order 8260.19. This change would be day forward, probably during periodic procedure 
reviews with abbreviated amendments as workload allows. John Bordy (Flight Procedure 
Standards Branch) said since the ACF had no issue, he will present the proposal at the US-IFPP. 

Action Items: John Bordy will present the issue at the US-IFPP. 

Status: Item open. 

b. 18-01-334 Charting PBN Requirement Box on RNAV DPs and STARs. Joel Dickinson 
(Performance Based Operations Branch) said the original PARC recommendation for PBN 
requirements was on all terminal procedures (SIDs, STARs and approaches). The guidance so far 
has been specific to approaches and we would like to expand to include RNAV SIDs and 
STARs, utilizing same format and verbiage. Ted Thompson (Jeppesen) liked the idea. Joel said 



  
   

  
  

 

 
   

    

   

  
    

 
  

   

 
   

  
   

 
   

 

    
 

   

 

same implementation timelines as original PBN box, and John Bordy (Flight Procedure 
Standards Branch) said that would be after Order 8260.19 change 2 as part of the overall effort. 
Valerie Watson (Aeronautical Information Services) has draft IACC specifications done. 
Discussions on this issue will be included with the group formed in issue 13-02-312 (see 
minutes). 

Action Items: 
• Joel Dickinson will continue with effort, and solicited interest parties for the combined WG 

from issue 13-02-312. 
• John Bordy will continue on draft language for Order 8260.19 and Order 8260.46. 

Status: Item open. 

c. 18-01-335 Discrepancy Between STAR and Approach Common Fix Speed and Altitude 
constraints. Jerry O’Sullivan, Air Line Pilots Association International (ALPA), briefed an issue 
raised by an ALPA member who is an Airbus pilot. A fix on the KSEA HAWKZ arrival (VIEW) 
is common to a fix on the ILS RWY 34L and 34R, however the fix (SONDR) has dissimilar 
altitude and airspeed constraints on each procedure. The HAWKZ indicates a mandatory 
crossing altitude restriction of 6000 feet at 230 knots, whereas the ILS procedures indicate an “at 
or above” 6000 ft altitude constraint without any speed restriction. Jerry said that in the Airbus, 
the constraint on the approach procedure will take precedence, thus the “at 6000 feet” and the 
230 knot constraint will both drop out of the FMS. Tony Lawson (Aeronautical Information 
Services) stated criteria has changed to eliminate this in the future; however, it’s possible these 
procedures haven’t come up for amendment since then. John said the policy changed in 2017 to 
address this on a day forward basis, and existing procedures are being worked as reviewed. Gary 
McMullen (SWA) said hard matches at the common fix solve the problem.  Jerry brought up 
another issue of different FMS equipment manufacturers handling data differently. John Barry 
(Aircraft Certification) said FMS manufacturers are not going to change their systems unless the 
MOPS change. He strongly encourages operators bring these very valid concerns about FMS box 
operations to the RTCA meetings and voice these concerns. The operators need to let the 
engineers know their concerns, and meeting information can be found on the RTCA web site. 

Action Items: John Bordy (Flight Procedure Standards Branch) will see if it’s possible to move 
these procedures up for amendment to eliminate the discontinuity. 

Status: Item open. 

8. Next Meetings. 

a. ACF 18-02 is scheduled for October 23-25 2018, host AOPA in Frederick, MD. 

b. ACF 19-01 is scheduled for April 22-25, 2018, host TBD 
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• 7910.5D, Aeronautical Charting Forum
• 8260.3D, US Standard for Terminal Instrument Procedures (TERPS)
• 8260.15E, US Army Terminal Instrument Procedures Service
• 8260.19H, Flight Procedures and Airspace
• 8260.26F, Establishing Submission Cutoff Dates for IFPs
• 8260.32E, US Air Force Terminal Instrument Procedures Service
• 8260.42B, US Standard for Helicopter Area Navigation (RNAV)
• 8260.46F, Departure Procedure (DP) Program
• 8260.58A, US Standard for PBN Instrument Procedure Design
• 8260.59, US Instrument Flight Procedures Panel  


IFP Policy Documents



Presenter

Presentation Notes

7910.5D.    Last issued Dec 2016.  Revised formatting, updated audience, increased time to prepare minutes from 30 days to 45 days. Updated distribution list, history of ACF, and related publications. 8260.3C.    8260.3D in external coordination which closes end of this month. Primary change amends ILS final and missed criteria to mimic LPV criteria. Changes include clarification related to decel calculations for STARS,   added requirement to add an altitude restriction to any fix that has a speed restriction.  Revised requirements related to the evaluation of precipitous terrain (for other than approach procedures).  Added exceptions to the 1 SM rule if no parallel taxiway. Added language to support the “Established  on RNP/PBN” concept for simultaneous operations. 8260.15E.    Last issued February 2007.  No immediate changes planned.8260.19H.    Issued July 2017.  Increased magnetic variation tolerance for VORs from 3 degrees to 5 degrees.  Removed almost all IFP NOTAM policy since it’s been incorporated into Order 7930.2, Notices to Airmen.  Revised PBN requirements notes to support charting of PBN requirements box.  Next edition draft just starting; estimate publication 9 to 12 months.  8260.26F.    Change 1 issued May 2017 to correct some dates in the timetable.8260.32E.    Last issued September 2011.  No changes planned.8260.42B.    Change 1 issued November 2012.8260.46F.    Last issued December 2015.  New version should be out for external coordination in 60 days. New version removes all references to ARINC, removes references to turboprop and turbojet, added examples of speed notes to encourage standardization, clarifies Top Altitude requirements, removes requirement to document detailed list of takeoff obstacles from Form 8260-15B for SIDS, and insteads refers to Form 8260-15A for takeoff obstacle information. Adds requirement to always document Takeoff Obstacles on form 8260-15A, even when a graphic ODP exists.    8260.58A.     Change 1 issued March 2017.  Added A-RNP to all sections to enable development of A-RNP IFPs.  8260.52B being drafted now to add RNP AR departure criteria and to incorporate the content of Order 8260.42B.  Expected publication late 2018.8260.59.    Issued January 2013. 
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AFS-400 LED Program Review


March 2016


SA CAT I IAP Note Change
• Current SA CAT I notes are equipment specific


– SA CAT I – HUD to DH


• Would preclude future authorization of other 
equipment with like or similar attributes
– SVGS, autopilot, head-worn device, etc


• Remove equipment specific notes to facilitate 
future expansion of SA CAT I
– Rely on the OpSpec/Mspec/LOA for equipment specifics
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AFS-400 LED Program Review


March 2016


SA CAT I IAP Note Change


• Do the same for SA CAT II since they often 
appear on the same chart


• Would drive changes to Orders 8400.13, 
8260.19, et. al.


• Would be changed during routine periodic 
reviews
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AFS-400 LED Program Review


March 2016


SA CAT I Stand-alone Chart


BECOMES
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AFS-400 LED Program Review


March 2016


SA CAT I & II Chart


BECOMES
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AFS-400 LED Program Review


March 2016


SA CAT II Stand-alone Chart


BECOMES
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AFS-400 LED Program Review


March 2016


Questions/Comments
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ACF Agenda item 
17-02-330 Climb Gradients for Standard Instrument Departures (SIDs)


 WG formed to address the recommendations:
• FAA review any climb gradient in excess of 500 ft/NM
• Establish a collaborative check and balance system that allows users of the NAS to 


make input on climb gradients
• Publish climb gradients on SIDs for maximum or mandatory altitude restrictions to 


aid the pilot with determine performance requirements for that segment of the 
procedure for the safe separation of traffic
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ACF Agenda item 
17-02-330 Climb Gradients for Standard Instrument Departures (SIDs)


 DRAFT FAAO 8260.46G – Comment Period Open:
The Flight Procedure Implementation and Oversight Branch (or appropriate military authority) must 
approve DPs and DVAs requiring a CG in excess of 500 ft/NM (600 ft/NM for helicopters). See 
paragraph 2-1-1.e(2) for additional information regarding establishing/publishing greater than 
standard climb gradients.


Calculate (but do not publish) the CG necessary to meet each minimum altitude restriction. Flight 
Procedure Implementation and Oversight Branch approval is required if the calculated CG exceeds 
500 ft/NM (600 ft/NM for helicopters).
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A Little Review…



Presenter

Presentation Notes

Let’s review the history of this subject.
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Previous ACF Agenda Items
12-02-302 Multiple Climb Gradients on Standard Instrument Departure (SID) Charts


 Sought to remove multiple CGs from SIDs 
 From ACF IPG 12-02 minutes:
Tom Schneider, AFS-420, stated that criteria drives policy.  The new Order 8260.58, which was effective 
September 12, 2012 and replaced Orders 8260.44, 8260.45, 8260.52, and 8260.54, as the standard for 
RNAV procedures, removed the provision that allowed multiple climb gradients.  As noted above, Order 
8260.3 also allows only one climb gradient; therefore, all reference to multiple climb gradients has been 
removed in the upcoming guidance in Change 3 to Order 8260.46.  The premise is “one altitude at a fix 
will define one climb gradient”.  The scenario used in the example given by US Airways will be eliminated 
in the future.  Chris Jones, AFS-410 (Support), stated that this scenario could cause an adverse 
impact in that some operators who cannot meet the specified climb gradient may not be able to 
use the procedure.  Tom Schneider, AFS-420, responded that this has been discussed at several 
FAA/industry ad hoc departure meetings/telcons and the consensus was that this is acceptable



Presenter

Presentation Notes

In October 2012, ACF-IPG agenda item requesting removal of multiple CGs on SIDs.   Rationale -  Contradictory guidance between TERPS, which allows only one obstacle CG and the 8246.46 Order that allowed a single obstacle CG but multiple ATC CGs. Issue was already being addressed in other Orders to reduce the climb gradient to only ONE CG, the most restrictive of the obstacle or ATC climb gradient.  It was noted by AFS 410 that this decision could prove problematic. 
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8260.46D Change3 - 12/31/2012
Established A Single Minimum Climb Gradient


 Change: (7) Paragraph 2-1e(2). Clarified climb gradient application and requirements..
 (2) Charting a Minimum Climb Gradient. Establish a single minimum climb gradient exceeding 200 


ft/NM (400 ft/NM for helicopters) whenever required for obstruction clearance, airspace, 
environmental, ATC, and/or RNAV or required navigation performance (RNP) operational 
limitations [i.e., lateral navigation (LNAV) engagement altitude and/or distance measuring 
equipment (DME)/DME reception]. When a climb gradient is required to support an LNAV 
engagement altitude (e.g., 500 ft/NM to 1300) before turning, a reduced, second climb  gradient 
may be established in this situation only (i.e., a maximum of two climb gradients). See applicable 
8260-series Orders for the appropriate criteria to use when establishing a climb gradient. Enter 
minimum climb gradient(s) for charting on the appropriate 8260-15 series form (see appendix D, 
E, or F).



Presenter

Presentation Notes

The 8260.46D was changed in December 2012 to establish a single climb gradient on SIDs
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ORD RNAV SIDs
February 2013 – Industry Objection to Onerous CGs



Presenter

Presentation Notes

The ORD RNAV SIDs had a climb gradient off runway 22L of 807 FPNM to 3000’, which many airlines deemed onerous.  Pilots also question how they would comply with such a climb gradient. 
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ORD RNAV SIDs
February 2013 – Industry Objection to Onerous CGs


Standard TO Mins & CG on 22L



Presenter

Presentation Notes

O’Hare Conventional SID has no climb gradient on runway 22L. It does have a crossing restriction – ORD 5 DME at or above 3000’.  This crossing requirement requires a 807 FPNM CG to 3000’ from the DER. 
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ORD RNAV SIDs
February 2013 – Industry Objection to Onerous CGs.



Presenter

Presentation Notes

Only one, conventional SID at ORD…  RNAV SIDs were never published because of industry objections to the climb gradient on 22L. 
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8260.46E - 5/3/2014
Removed CG for ATC purposes


 Change: Paragraph 2-1-1e(2). Revised “climb gradient” application to provide climb gradients in 
excess of 200 ft per NM for supporting obstacle clearance and/or RNAV engagement altitude. 
Added Note information regarding helicopter climb gradients.


 (2) Charting a Minimum Climb Gradient. Establish a single minimum CG exceeding 200 ft/NM [400 
ft/NM for helicopters beginning at the initial departure fix (IDF)] whenever required for obstruction 
clearance and include the altitude to which the gradient is required in the Takeoff Minimums note; 
e.g., “(Takeoff minimums) with minimum climb of 300 ft/NM to 4300.” Do not establish CGs for 
crossing altitudes used to support airspace, environmental, or ATC operational limitations. 
When a CG is required to support an LNAV engagement altitude (e.g., 500 ft/NM to 1300) before 
turning, a reduced, second CG may be established in this situation only (i.e., a maximum of two 
CGs). See applicable 8260-series orders for the appropriate criteria to use when establishing a 
minimum CG. Enter minimum CG and associated termination altitude for charting on the 
appropriate 8260-15 series form (see appendix D, E, or F).
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Have We Come Full Circle? 
Yes, but have learned a few things on journey



Presenter

Presentation Notes

Have we come full circle?  Yes, but we’ve learned much on our journey! 
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Pilot’s Need Climb Gradient Information
Assess Required Rate of Climb to Clear Obstacles &
Meet Altitude Restrictions on SIDs
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ROPPRJAKER


At or Above             
8000’


CEASR


At or Above             
11000’


HITME


COWBY


GUP


At or Above             
15000’


MOSBI


Between             
5900’ & 7000’At or Above             


2681’
RW19R


Published
“Top Altitude” 


FL 190
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TERPS Obstacle Climb Gradient


13


For the purposes of analyzing performance on procedures developed under TERPS or PANS-OPS, it is understood that any 
gradient requirement, specified or unspecified, will be treated as a plane which must not be penetrated from above until 
reaching the stated height, rather than as a gradient which must be exceeded at all points in the path


IFR Climb Gradient Surface


Obstacle Clearance Surface 
/Obstacle Identification Surface


DER


ROC*


Climb Gradient 
Termination Altitude
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ATC Climb Requirements


 Climb requirement is the altitude 
at the waypoint


 Meeting the altitude restriction is 
important


 The altitude between the 
waypoints is not so much 
important 


 Climb gradient informs pilot of 
necessary performance to 
comply with altitude restrictions 
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ACF CG WG Consensus – Climb Gradients


 CG to support an ATC altitude restrictions on SID is necessary
 No more than 2 CGs on a SID
 Each climb gradient type should be identified. 


• “Obstacle”
• “ATC”


 An ATC CG and associated altitude restrictions may be canceled by ATC 
when not needed or where aircraft performance is limited







1000’ MSL


Apt Elev. 0’ MSL


WAYPT


3000’


ROC


Standard with minimum obstacle climb gradient of 350’ per NM to 1000.  
ATC climb of 400’ per NM to 3000.











1000’ MSL


Apt Elev. 0’ MSL


WAYPT


3000’


ROC


Standard with a minimum obstacle climb gradient of 400’ per NM to 
1000, then ATC climb of 300’ per NM to 3000. 
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ACF CG WG Consensus – Climb Gradients


 Explored the option for a single climb gradient
• Published the more restrictive (highest) climb gradient
• Extending the obstacle climb gradient to a height where the standard climb gradient 


will meet subsequent altitude restrictions


 Impact on airplane performance may be significant 
 Limit on takeoff weight/payload may be onerous 
 Consensus is that a single climb gradient’s impact on performance and 


operations is too costly to operations and payload 
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Single CG Option


 Rwy 34L:  594’ per NM climb gradient would 
need to be extended to 12,000’ MSL 
 200’ per NM remainder of climb to the 


15000’ restriction at RYANN
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Impact on 
Performance
B737-800 – 26K Engines


 To remain above the 
extended obstacle gradient:


 T/O Thrust to 3,000’ AFL –
not good for engine life


 Do not accelerate past 250kts 
(even above 10,000ft)


 Reduce weight to 150,000 
lbs.


 RNO to ORD can now only 
carry 116 passengers.  This is 
a 44 passenger restriction
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LNAV Engagement Altitude Climb Gradient
Possible 3rd Climb Gradient (?)


 500’ per NM to 500’ above DER elevation
 Supports LNAV engagement supporting VA-DF and VI-CF legs
 AC 90-100A minimum flight guidance system (LNAV engagement) 


requirement 
 500’ per NM to 500’ above DER elevation enables turns/divergent 


courses beginning 1 NM from DER
 This climb gradient generally not limiting on any takeoff
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LNAV Engagement Altitude Climb Gradient


 500’ per NM to 500’ above DER elevation
 Supports LNAV engagement supporting VA-DF and VI-CF legs
 AC 90-100A minimum flight guidance system (LNAV engagement) 


requirement 
 500’ per NM to 500’ above DER elevation enables turns/divergent 


courses beginning 1 NM from DER
 This climb gradient generally not limiting on any takeoff
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LNAV Engagement Altitude Climb Gradient
Turbojets (Part 25 & Part 23CC)


FAA Takeoff Safety Training Aid, page 2.17 Fig 15


 Turbojet performance by CFR 
requirement


 All-engines-operating takeoff field length 
performance results in height at the DER 
approximately 150’ under most limiting 
CFR requirements
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LNAV Engagement Altitude Climb Gradient
Turbojets (Part 25 & Part 23CC)


FAA Takeoff Safety Training Aid, page 2.16 Fig 14


 The CFR OEI minimum takeoff climb 
performance ensures AEO climb initial 
climb well above 500’ per NM 


 OEI rates of climbs shown to the right
 AEO rates of climb are more much 


higher during initial climb segment with 
landing gear retracted
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LNAV Engagement Altitude Climb Gradient
Props & Turboprops (Part 23 & Part 23CC)


 Lower initial climb performance, but lower initial climbout speed
• 1 NM per minute (60K) to 2 NM per minute (120K) 


 Rate of climb 500 to 1000 feet per minute to 500’ above DER
 Even for these airplanes, the performance is not limiting for the short 


duration of the requirement
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ACF CG WG Proposal For Consideration –
LNAV Engagement Altitude Climb Gradient
“Standardize” the 500’ per NM CG to 500’ above DER for all RNAV SIDs


 Two “standard” climb gradients:
• Standard 500 feet per NM climb gradient to 500 feet above the departure end of runway 


elevation on all RNAV/RNP SIDs
• Standard 200 feet per NM all other IFR procedures & routes


 Unless higher climb gradient published
 Documented in the AIM, AIP and TPP


• Training documents: IPH & IFH


 Eliminates publishing this particular climb gradient on RNAV SIDs
 What about RNAV Graphic ODPs? 
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Working Group’s Consensus
Summary thus far…


1. Establish a single climb gradient for obstacle clearance on SIDs and ODPs – annotate 
CG as “obstacle”


2. Establish a single climb gradient on SIDs that allows compliance with all altitude 
restrictions published on the SID – annotate CG as “ATC”


3. Publish requisite guidance in AIM, AIP, IPH, and IFH
4. Still working verbiage on AIM guidance
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Feedback From ACF Requested


 Are two climb gradients acceptable? 
 Is labeling these CG “obstacle” or “ATC” acceptable?
 Do ODP CGs need to be labeled “obstacle”
 Is a note to “Advise ATC prior to takeoff if unable” necessary for ATC CGs?
 Can FAA establish a “standard” 500 FPNM CG to a height of 500 feet above departure 


end of runway (DER) elevation on all RNAV SIDs?
• What about RNAV Graphic ODPs?
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• Two options for chart annotations:
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Forms
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FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY 
Document Change Proposal/Briefing Sheet 


INITIAL 
Order/Publication: AIM         KSN Tracking #:        
Change: 2 
Effective Date: February 28, 2019 
HQ Control Lead/Routing:  Janet Greenwood  AFS-410  (202) 267–8980 


HQ Specialist/Routing:  John Blair  AFS-410  (202) 267–8986   


Field Office Change Initiator:  Andrew Burns  AFB-240  (202) 267–9084 


1. Paragraph Number and Title:


5–4–5.   


 INSTRUMENT APPROACH PROCEDURE  


(IAP) CHARTS  


2. Background:  These clarifications are in response to concerns raised at a user/FAA public forum. 


3. Explanation of Change:  TThe change adds a safety enhancement by reminding pilots that utilizing a 
VDA below the MDA does not guarantee obstacle clearance and therefore, pilots must visually avoid any 
obstacles below the MDA.  In this case, it cautions pilots that EGPWS warnings may be issued.  The change 
further informs pilots that the FAA provides VDA information for publication unless obstacle location 
prevents the use of a VDP, in which case the note “Visual Segment – Obstacles” is published.  In addition, it 
is pointed out that commercial chart and navigation database providers, as they deem appropriate, may 
publish a VDP when it is not included in the official FAA source document, including times when note 
“Visual Segment – Obstacles” is included in the FAA source documents 


4. Change: 
 


Old  New 
 


5-4-5 Instrument Approach Procedure 
(IAP) Charts 
                        


Title through j. 


 


k. Vertical Descent Angle (VDA). FAA policy 
is to publish VDAs on all nonprecision 
approaches except those published in conjunction 
with vertically guided minimums or no-FAF 
procedures without step-down fixes. A VDA does 
not guarantee obstacle protection below the MDA 
in the visual segment. The presence of a VDA 
does not change any nonprecision approach 
requirements. 
 
1. Obstacles may penetrate the visual segment 
of an IAP that has a published VDA. When the 
VDA is not authorized due to an obstacle 
penetration that would require a pilot to deviate 
from the VDA between MDA and touchdown, the 


 


5-4-5 Instrument Approach Procedure 
(IAP) Charts 
                          


No Change 


 
 


k. Vertical Descent Angle (VDA). FAA policy is  
to publish VDAs on all nonprecision approaches  
except no-FAF procedures without step-down 
fixes. A VDA is advisory only and  does not 
guarantee obstacle protection below the MDA.  
The presence of a VDA does not change any 
nonprecision  approach requirements.  
 
 
 
 


1. Obstacles may penetrate the visual segment  
of an IAP that has a published VDA. When the 
VDA is not authorized due to an obstacle 
penetration that  would require a pilot to deviate 
from the VDA between MDA and touchdown, the 
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VDA/TCH will be replaced with the note “Visual 
Segment- Obstacles” in the profile view of the 
IAP (See FIG 5−4−13). Accordingly, pilots are 
advised to carefully review approach procedures 
to identify where the optimum stabilized descent 
to landing can be initiated. Pilots that follow the 
previously published descent angle below the 
MDA on procedures with this note may encounter 
obstacles in the visual segment.   
 


Add 


 


 


 


Add 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


VDA/TCH will be replaced with the note “Visual 
Segment- Obstacles” in the profile view of the 
IAP (See FIG 5−4−14). Pilots must visually 
avoid any obstacles below the MDA.  Pilots that 
follow a descent angle provided by the RNAV 
system below the MDA on procedures with this 
note may encounter obstacles in the visual 
segment, and as result may receive EGPWS 
cautions and warnings.  
 
(a) A VDA/TCH is furnished by FAA on the 
official source document for publication on 
IAP charts and for coding in the navigation 
database unless replaced by the note “Visual 
Segment – Obstacles”.  
 
(b) Commercial chart providers and 
navigation database providers may publish or 
code a VDA/TCH, when it not included on the 
official FAA source and when the “Visual 
Segment – Obstacles” note is published 
instead. Coding of the VDA/TCH is based on 
ARINC standards. Additionally, 
manufacturers for RNAV systems may 
generate a VDA when one is not included on 
the official source document or included in the 
navigation database.  
 
 
 


No further changes to paragraph. 


5. Index Changes:        


6. Reference Changes:        


7. Graphics:       


8. Genot/Notice:       


9. Safety Risk Management: (Check appropriate box). 
  Safety Finding With Hazards.  In this scenario, a NAS change or existing safety issue is assessed 


by an SRM panel, and the panel perceives or determines that hazards could be introduced or that 
safety risk could increase. (Refer to SMS Manual, Section 5.4.3.) 


   Safety Finding Without Hazards. An SRM panel uses an SRM document to reflect a safety 
analysis that was performed but did not reveal new hazards or any perceived or calculated increase 
in safety risk. (Refer to SMS Manual, Section 5.4.3.) 


   No Safety Documentation Required. The proposed change does not meet the requirements for 
performing a Safety Analysis as highlighted in the ATO Safety Management System Manual, 
Paragraph 3.2.1. Note that editorial and administrative changes (i.e., any changes that do not affect 
the substantive elements of a procedure or system) do not require SRM. 


10. ICAO Differences:  Yes      No   
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11. Christopher J. Hope 
      Acting Manager, Flight Technologies and Procedures  12. Date:      
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ICAO DIFFERENCES IDENTIFICATION FORM 


AJV–8 SME:        DATE:        ATO DCP #:        


ICAO DIFFERENCE SARP/PANS 
SPECIFIC US 
REGULATION AND 
REFERENCE 
      


PANS ATM, ANNEX 
PROVISION 
 
      


DESCRIPTION OF 
DIFFERENCE 
 
      


REMARKS 
 
 
     


DIFFERENCE CATEGORY:                                     


DETERMINATION OF DIFFERENCE:  YES      NO   


VALIDATOR NAME:        
VALIDATOR PHONE:  (     )      –      





		Document Change Proposal/Briefing Sheet

		Order/Publication:   KSN Tracking #:       

		ICAO DIFFERENCES IDENTIFICATION FORM

		ICAO DIFFERENCE SARP/PANS

		DIFFERENCE CATEGORY:






Particpant's Name Organization Phone E-mail
Adams-Maturo, Diane FAA/AJV-553 405-954-2454 diane.r.adams-maturo@faa.gov


Ahmed, Kemal Navblue 44 7515 577 163 kemal.ahmed@navblue.aero


 Alexander, Frank Atlas Airlines 651-455-4776 frank.alexander@atlasair.com


Allen, Kevin American Airlines 602-717-0283 Kevin.Allen@aa.com


Baker, Ron United Airlines 301-706-8535 ronald.r.baker@united.com


Barry, John FAA/AIR-131 202-267-8577 john.c.barry@faa.gov


Beyene, Fekadu MITRE fbeyene@mitre.org


Blair, John FAA/AFS-410 202-267-8986 john.blair@faa.gov


Boll, Richard NBAA 316-655-8856 richjb2@rjb2.onmicrosoft.com


Bordy, John FAA/AFS-420 405-954-0980 john.bordy@faa.gov


Brents, Bob MITRE 703-975-4006 rgbrents@mitre.org


Christianson, Kel FAA/AFS-470 202-267-8838 kel.christianson@faa.gov


Clausnitzer, Christina FAA/AOV-120 202-267-0993 christina.clausnitzer@faa.gov


Clayton, Michael AFFSA/XAP 405-582-5012 michael.clayton@us.af.mil


Collins, John General Aviation Pilot 704-576-3561 n7083n@att.net


Connell, Robert FAA/AJV-14 202-267-4642 robert.connell@faa.gov


DeHaan, Jeff NavCanada 519-648-3578 jeff.dehaan@navcanada.ca


Dickinson, Joel FAA/AFS-470 405-954-4809 joel.dickinson@faa.gov


Dixon, Douglas FAA/AFS-410 202-267-0327 douglas.dixon@faa.gov


Duke, Rune AOPA 202-509-9515 rune.duke@aopa.org
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Aeronautical Charting Forum / CG & IPG                                                          
Contact List
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Fiske, Gary FAA/AJT-24 202-267-3156 gary.m.fiske@faa.gov


Gaillard, Christian Transport Canada 613-991-3325 christian.gaillard@tc.gc.ca


Gingras, Jeff Jeppesen 303-328-4489 gingras.jeff@gmail.com


Grose, Dan Jacobs Engineering 603-546-4500 dan.grose@jacobs.com


Haag, Ron FAA / AJV-321 301-427-4901 ronald.s.haag@faa.gov


Hannah, Paul Lean Engineering 706-202-7604 phannah@flightopseng.com


Haviland, Al RCAF 204-996-6225 haviland.aj@gmail.com


Head, Jessica NAVBLUE 44 (0) 7872-461-936 jessica.head@navblue.aero


Helms, Gary AJV-82 202-267-0729 gary.ctr.helms@faa.gov


Hendi, Jennifer FAA/AJV-553 301-427-4816 jennifer.l.hendi@faa.gov


Hill, Chris Delta Air Lines 404-715-1929 Christopher.W.Hill@delta.com


Holden, Kenneth US Army HDQA 703-806-3568 kenneth.d.holden.civ@mail.mil


Hutto, Bennie FAA/NATCA 540-522-6775 critpbn@natca.net


Jacobsen, Aaron Jeppesen 720-352-5509 aaron.jacobsen@jeppesen.com


Jones, Chris FAA/AFS-410 202-267-8950 christopher.p-ctr.jones@faa.gov


Jonker, Reuben NAVCANADA 519-648-3767 reuben.jonker@navcanada.ca


Kelley, Justin Lufthansa (LIDO) 720-257-4807 justin-jerome.kelley@lhsystems.com


Kuhnhenn, Juergen LSY (Lido) 41-44-828 6546 juergen.kuhnhenn@LHSystems.com


Lawson, Tony FAA/AJV-553 405-954-2788 tony.r.lawson@faa.gov


Leitner, Jay American Airlines 817-931-6676 jay.leitner@aa.com
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Lintzenich, Joe FAA/AFS-410 (Contractor) 314-994-1766 joseph.ctr.lintzenich.faa.gov


Loney, Tom Canadian Air Force 204-833-2500 x5512 tom.loney@forces.gc.ca


McClanathan, Mike MITRE mmcclanathan@mitre.org


McGray, Bruce FAA/AFS-410 202-267-9009 bruce.mcgray@faa.gov


McMullin, Gary Southwest Airlines 469-603-0766 gary.mcmullin@wnco.com


Mohr, Brittany NGA 301-427-5084 brittany.d.mohr@faa.gov


Olson, Jill FAA/AJV-553 405-954-9342 jill.m.olson@faa.gov


O'Sullivan, Gerry ALPA Safety 570-878-3821 gerry.osullivan@alpa.org


Pennington, Darrell ALPA 703-689-4333 darrell.pennington@alpa.org


Phifer, Doug FAA/AFS-470 202-267-5295 charles.ctr.phifer@faa.gov


Prichard, Lev APA (American AL) 214-212-6357 levprichard@bigsky.aero


Rahn, Nate FAA/AJV-3211 301-427-4908 nathan.j.rahn@faa.gov


Rushton, Alex Leidos/AJV-553 301-427-5186 alex.ctr.rushton@faa.gov


Sanabria, Enrique NY&NJ Port Authority 212-435-3696 ensanabria@panynj.gov


Schmitz, John Delta Airlines 404-715-7124 john.schmitz@delta.com


Schwinn, Bill US NAVY/NAVFIG 843-218-2381 william.schwinn@navy.mil


Smith, Lee Mitre/CAASD 703-983-0287 lbsmith@mitre.org


Stamos, David NGA 314-676-0710 david.g.stamos@nga.mil


Stromberg, Michael UPS (Independent Pilot Assn.) 920-203-1493 michael@stromberg.ws


Szukala, Steven FAA/AJV-54 405-954-2482 steven.l.szukala@faa.gov
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Thompson, Ted Jeppesen 303-328-4456 ted.thompson@jeppesen.com


Townsend, Brian American Airlines 702-204-0007 brian.townsend@aa.com


Van Camp, Steve FAA/AFS-420 (Pragmatics) 405-954-5327 steve.ctr.vancamp@faa.gov


von Valtier, Karl Netjets Aviation, Inc 614-239-2071 kvonvaltier@netjets.com


Wade, Charles Delta Airlines 404-715-7888 charles.w.wade@delta.com


Watson, Valerie FAA/AJV-553 301-427-5155 valerie.s.watson@faa.gov
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AERONAUTICAL CHARTING FORUM 
INSTRUMENT PROCEDURES GROUP 


OPEN AGENDA ITEMS FROM MEETING 18-01 


Attachment 1 


 
OPR AGENDA ITEM (ISSUE) REQUIRED ACTION 


John Bordy 12-01-299:  (Loss of CAT D Line 
of Minima in Support of Circle-to-
Land Operations) 


John Bordy will advise on status of publishing Order 
8260.43C. 


John Blair 


John Bordy 


12-01-301:  (Publishing a Vertical 
Descent Angle (VDA) with 34:1 
Surface Penetrations in the Visual 
Segment,  
also includes issue 13-01-309) 


John Blair will look at feedback from the 04-25-2018 
email and review proposed AIM language. 
 
John Bordy will present a new agenda item for the 
US-IFPP on stipple usage. 


Joel Dickinson 13-02-312:  (Equipment 
Requirement Notes on Instrument 
Approach Procedures) 


Joel Dickinson will hold a meeting to discuss the issue 
with identified participants. 
 
Joel Dickinson will mature the concept and provide a 
further update at the next meeting. 
 


John Bordy  


 


15-01-320:  Common Sounding 
Fix Names 


Gary Fiske to provide an ATO POC to assist in 
working this issue 
 
John Bordy to work with the ATO POC and NFDC to 
try to find a resolution. 
 
John will look into routing issues for ASRS reports 
related to the issue. 
 
John will continue draft language work on Order 
8260.19I and consider incorporating some 


John Bordy 15-02-323:  Depiction of Low, 
Close-In Obstacles on SIDs & 
ODPs 


John Bordy will report on result of initiatives and 
publication of Order 8260.46G. 


John Bordy 


Gary Fiske 


 


16-01-325:  Priority of Terminal 
Procedure Amendments.  


John will provide an e-mail to Gary Fiske outlining the 
problem, and Gary will take to his management to 
push out to the service centers. 
 
John will contact the service centers to look at the 40 
identified NOTAMs and identify a path forward to 
clear them. 
 


John Bordy 16-01-326:  Order 8260.46F, “Top 
Altitude” Charting Constraints. 


John Bordy will check with TJ Nichols and see if a 
change (via comment) is possible without requiring a 
restart of the coordination process. If the requested 
change can’t be included within Order 8260.46G, then 
John will refer this issue to the IFPP 







AERONAUTICAL CHARTING FORUM 
INSTRUMENT PROCEDURES GROUP 


OPEN AGENDA ITEMS FROM MEETING 18-01 


Attachment 1 


OPR AGENDA ITEM (ISSUE) REQUIRED ACTION 


John Bordy & 
NBAA (Rich 
Boll) 


 


16-02-327:  Arrival Holding 
Patterns Required for Approach 
Entry 
 


The two options provided by Rich are on the 
Instrument Procedures Group web site to solicit 
feedback. 


 


John Bordy will set up a meeting between Aircraft 
Certification and Rich Boll. 
 


John Bordy 16-02-328:  Increasing 
Complexity of Speed Restriction 
Notes on SIDs & STARs 
 


John Bordy will develop draft language for Orders 
8260.19 and 8260.46. 


John Bordy 17-02-329:  Need for CNF at 
terminus of DR (heading) 
segment. 
 


John Bordy will refer this item to the US-IFPP 


Gary McMullen 
(SWA) and Rich 
Boll (NBAA 


John Bordy 


17-02-330:  Climb gradients for 
Standard Instrument Departures 
(SIDS) 


Presentation (slide #31) is posted on the ACF web 
site for comment (request comments be directed to 
Rich Boll).  
 
John Bordy will introduce the topic to the June US-
IFPP meeting for consideration. 
 


Tony Lawson 


John Bordy 


17-02-331:  Visibility/climb 
gradient requirements for takeoff 


Aeronautical Information Services will report on 
amendment efforts for the Las Vegas BOACH & 
SHEAD SIDs to harmonize the takeoff minimums. 
 


John Bordy will determine if there is any policy 
language needed to help ensure consistency in 
takeoff minimums for the same runway. 
 


John Bordy 18-01-333:  Special 
Authorization Category I (SA 
CAT I) and Special Authorization 
Category II (SA CAT II) Chart 
Note Change. 
 


John Bordy will present the issue at the US-IFPP. 


Joel Dickinson 18-01-334:  Charting PBN 
Requirement Box on RNAV DPs 
and STARs. 


Joel Dickinson will continue with effort, and solicited 
interest parties for the combined WG from issue 13-
02-312.  
 


John Bordy will continue on draft language for Order 
8260.19 and Order 8260.46. 
 







AERONAUTICAL CHARTING FORUM 
INSTRUMENT PROCEDURES GROUP 


OPEN AGENDA ITEMS FROM MEETING 18-01 


Attachment 1 


OPR AGENDA ITEM (ISSUE) REQUIRED ACTION 


John Bordy 18-01-335:  Discrepancy 
Between STAR and Approach 
Common Fix Speed and Altitude 
constraints 
 


John Bordy (Flight Procedure Standards Branch) will 
see if it’s possible to move these procedures up for 
amendment to eliminate the discontinuity. 


 








From: VanCamp, Steve CTR (FAA)
To: "richjb2@rjb2.onmicrosoft.com"; "rune.duke@aopa.org"
Cc: Bordy, John (FAA)
Subject: Excerpt from DRAFT 8260.43 reference ACF 12-01-299
Date: Monday, December 11, 2017 8:26:00 AM


 
Gentlemen
 
This is the draft portion of Order 8260.43 for your preview regarding CAT D minima:
 
IFP Request Review. The IFP Validation Team will analyze the request and determine the FAA’s
response. If the request is not approved, the IFP Validation Team will document the reasons and
notify the proponent. For approved IFP requests whose development requires FAA resources (public
or special), the IFP request will be forwarded to the IFP Prioritization Team.
 


(1) Consult the Approach or Departure Reference Code (APRC or DPRC) designation of the
airport (see AC 150/5300-13, Airport Design) to determine which categories of aircraft may be able
to safely operate at the airport without additional airport infrastructure or operational mitigations
(i.e., wingspan limitations, taxiway movement restrictions, etc.). The IFP should be designed to
support up to category D minimums where possible. In considering a proposal, the committee must
respect an airport’s request not to publish a given line of minima if doing so would incur a new
financial obligation or responsibility the airport is unable or unwilling to accept. The team will
document any exclusion of approach category stating reason(s) for the exclusion.
 
Thanks
 
Steve
 
 
 
 
Steve VanCamp
Senior Operations Research Specialist - TEAPSS Contract
Flight Procedures Standards Branch (OKC) 
Email: steve.ctr.vancamp@faa.gov
Phone: 405-954-5327
 



mailto:Steve.CTR.VanCamp@faa.gov

mailto:richjb2@rjb2.onmicrosoft.com

mailto:rune.duke@aopa.org

mailto:John.Bordy@faa.gov






Federal Aviation
Administration


• Originally introduced by ALPA; closed in 2000 with the decision 
that all missed approach holding patterns will be charted.


• Issue will be referred to US-IFPP in June for resolution.


ATC “Do Not Chart” Holding Pattern








AERONAUTICAL CHARTING FORUM 
INSTRUMENT PROCEDURES GROUP 


OPEN AGENDA ITEMS FROM MEETING 18-01 


Attachment 1 


 
OPR AGENDA ITEM (ISSUE) REQUIRED ACTION 


John Bordy 12-01-299:  (Loss of CAT D Line 
of Minima in Support of Circle-to-
Land Operations) 


John Bordy will advise on status of publishing Order 
8260.43C. 


John Blair 


John Bordy 


12-01-301:  (Publishing a Vertical 
Descent Angle (VDA) with 34:1 
Surface Penetrations in the Visual 
Segment,  
also includes issue 13-01-309) 


John Blair will look at feedback from the 04-25-2018 
email and review proposed AIM language. 
 
John Bordy will present a new agenda item for the 
US-IFPP on stipple usage. 


Joel Dickinson 13-02-312:  (Equipment 
Requirement Notes on Instrument 
Approach Procedures) 


Joel will bring examples to the next ACF. 
 
Joel will hold a meeting to discuss the issue with 
identified participants. 


John Bordy  


 


15-01-320:  Common Sounding 
Fix Names 


John will work with Gary Fiske (and a possible NFDC 
contact) to define a POC for identified fixes. 
 
John will look into routing issues for ASRS reports 
related to the issue. 
 
John will continue draft language work on Order 
8260.19I and consider incorporating some 


John Bordy 15-02-323:  Depiction of Low, 
Close-In Obstacles on SIDs & 
ODPs 


John Bordy will report on result of initiatives, DWG 
activities, and publication of Order 8260.46G. 


John Bordy 


Gary Fiske 


 


16-01-325:  Priority of Terminal 
Procedure Amendments.  


John will write an e-mail to Gary Fiske outlining the 
problem, and Gary will take to his management to 
push out to the service centers. 
 
John will contact the service centers to look at the 40 
identified NOTAMs and identify a path forward to 
clear them. 
 


John Bordy 16-01-326:  Order 8260.46F, “Top 
Altitude” Charting Constraints. 


John Bordy will check with T.J. Nichols and see if a 
change (via comment) is possible without requiring a 
restart of the coordination process. If not, he will bring 
the ATO plan to the US-IFPP for Order changes to 
8260.19 and 8260.46. 
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OPEN AGENDA ITEMS FROM MEETING 18-01 


Attachment 1 


OPR AGENDA ITEM (ISSUE) REQUIRED ACTION 


John Bordy & 
NBAA (Rich 
Boll) 


 


16-02-327:  Arrival Holding 
Patterns Required for Approach 
Entry 
 


The two options provided by Rich will be placed on the 
web site, with Rich requesting a vote on choice. 
 
John Bordy will set up a meeting between AIR and 
Rich Boll. 


John Bordy 16-02-328:  Increasing 
Complexity of Speed Restriction 
Notes on SIDs & STARs 
 


John Bordy will work the language in the orders. 


John Bordy 17-02-329:  Need for CNF at 
terminus of DR (heading) 
segment. 
 


John Bordy will bring the NBAA issue to the US-IFPP. 


Gary McMullen 
(SWA) and Rich 
Boll (NBAA 


John Bordy 


17-02-330:  Climb gradients for 
Standard Instrument Departures 
(SIDS) 


Post presentation (slide #31) for comment (direct to 
Rich Boll). The WG will continue with draft AIM 
language, compile comments received, and forward 
thru John Bordy for inclusion with this presentation at 
US-IFPP 18-02. 


Tony Lawson 


John Bordy 


17-02-331:  Visibility/climb 
gradient requirements for takeoff 


AJV-5 will amend LAS SIDs BOACH & SHEAD.  
John Bordy will look at policy guidance stressing 
consistency. 


John Bordy 18-01-333:  Special 
Authorization Category I (SA 
CAT I) and Special Authorization 
Category II (SA CAT II) Chart 
Note Change. 
 


John Bordy will present the issue at the US-IFPP. 


Joel Dickinson 18-01-334:  Charting PBN 
Requirement Box on RNAV DPs 
and STARs. 


Joel Dickinson will continue with effort, and solicited 
interest parties for the combined WG from issue 
13-02-312. John Bordy will continue on draft language 
for Orders 8260.19 and 8260.46. 
 


John Bordy 18-01-335:  Discrepancy 
Between STAR and Approach 
Common Fix Speed and Altitude 
constraints 
 


John Bordy (Flight Procedure Standards Branch) will 
see if this identified procedure revision can be moved 
up (match the STAR and approach). 
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Federal Aviation
Administration


• Rename RNAV (GPS) and RNAV (RNP) procedures to “RNP”
• ATS route reclassification
• PBN to xLS criteria
• RNP AR Departure Criteria
• PBN Charting Specifications


• STAR and SID
• A-RNP charting 
• NavSpecs


• STAR and SID transitions


ICAO IFPP Update








From: Blair, John (FAA)
To: Bordy, John (FAA); VanCamp, Steve CTR (FAA); McGray, Bruce (FAA); Lintzenich, Joseph CTR (FAA)
Subject: Discussion part of the VDA AIM DCP
Date: Tuesday, April 17, 2018 1:29:36 PM
Attachments: image001.jpg


The highlighted part is the part we are still not sure we want to include. We’d welcome inputs
because it’s still not too late to change.  The only line I think we (the FAA) needs to draw is that
we don’t want to have things published describing the differences of an independent vendor
since changes to their stuff (which we have no control over) could make the AIM incorrect or
misleading.
 


 
John Blair
Aviation Safety Inspector
Flight Technologies and Procedures Division
Flight Operations Branch, AFS-410
Office:  202-267-8986
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April 23, 2015 
 
 
Ms. Peggy Gilligan 
Associate Administrator for Aviation Safety 
Federal Aviation Administration 
800 Independence Avenue, SW  
Washington, DC 20591 
 
 
Dear Peggy: 
 
The Performance-based Operations Aviation Rulemaking Committee (PARC) is pleased to submit the attached 
recommendations of the Performance Based Navigation (PBN) Procedure Naming and Charting Action Team 
in the attached report. These recommendations are a follow on to recommendations made on 27 September 2011. 
The focus on this subsequent recommendation is to allow for the continued evolution of charting, focusing on 
performance based procedures and also to address the recent International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) 
guidance on promulgation of PBN procedures.  
 
The Action Team consisted of 66 Subject Matter Experts (SMEs) covering avionics, aeronautical databases, air 
traffic (ATC), aeronautical information services (AIS), charting, flight operations, aircraft and avionics 
certification, and original equipment manufacturers (OEMs). 
 
In summary, the Action Team and PARC recommendations to the FAA are: 
 


1.   That at all PBN Approach procedure titles: begin with ‘RNAV’; contain a suffix used to 
differentiate when there is more than one RNAV procedure to the same runway end; and contain the 
runway/course (for helicopter procedures) number/letter designator when required and that the 
transitions in procedures are based on only a single Navigation Specification (Nav Spec). 


2.   That all PBN Departure Procedure (DP) and Standard Terminal Arrival Route (STAR) procedure 
titles: include ‘RNAV’ in parentheses; and, that all transitions in a procedure are based on the same 
Navigation Specification. 


3.   That all PBN procedures (Approach, DP and STAR) contain a PBN Requirements ‘Box’. The 
‘Box’ will contain PBN-related information. 


 
The PARC would like to acknowledge and thank the Action Team, led by Pedro Rivas and Mike Webb. These 
proposals were the result of a consensus agreement that addressed the various stakeholders’ concerns, 
objectives and limitations. 
 
The PARC appreciates your continued support of our activities and invites you to join us in a discussion of 
these recommendations at your convenience. Please let me know if you have any questions or would like to set 
up a discussion. We look forward to your response. 
 
 


Sincerely, 


 
 


Mark Bradley 
 Chairman 
 Performance-based Operations 
 Aviation Rulemaking Committee 


Cc:  B. DeCleene 
       M. Webb  
       P. Rivas  


   
   
   







PARC PBN Procedure Naming and Charting 
Action Team Report  


 
April 15, 2015 


 
1. BACKGROUND 
 
The Performance-based Operations Aviation Rulemaking Committee (PARC) established a Performance 
Based Navigation (PBN) Procedure Naming and Charting Action Team (AT) to address the issue of 
naming and charting conventions for PBN procedures. The Terms of Reference, established by the PARC 
for the AT, stated that the current procedure naming and charting convention does not adequately 
communicate the performance and functional requirements of PBN procedures or address recent ICAO 
guidance for PBN procedure charting and that an updated convention to address this should be 
developed. The expected deliverables from the AT were:  
 
- A procedure naming convention for PBN Departure Procedures (DPs), Standard Terminal Arrival 
Routes (STAR) s and hybrid (PBN-Conventional) Approaches  


- Recommendations on the information requirements associated with PBN and hybrid PBN 
procedures, i.e., additional information that should be communicated to the user but is not conveyed in the 
procedure title 
- A summary report providing the rationale and reasons behind the AT’s recommendations 
 
We believe this AT Final Report meets the expected deliverables. 
 
 2.  EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 


 
The PARC PBN Naming and Charting AT had one meeting in Rosslyn, VA in October 2013 and internet 
based meetings in December 2013, February, April, October and November 2014. The AT was comprised 
of 66 Subject Matter Experts, who represented Database, Avionics, and Charting, Aeronautical 
Information Service, Air Traffic, Flight Ops and Certification communities.  The AT proposals are a 
result of consensus agreements.  
 


PROPOSAL:  It is recommended that all PBN approach procedure titles: begin with 
“RNAV”; contain a suffix used to differentiate when there is more than one RNAV procedure to the 
same runway end; contain the runway/course and number/letter; and include  parentheses  
harmonized with ICAO Procedures for Air Navigation Services– Aircraft Operations (PANS OPS) 
recommendations (Amendment 6 to Vol II, 5th Edition) when there is no RNP Approach (RNP 
APCH) navigation specification (Nav Spec) Lateral Navigation (LNAV) line of minima on the 
procedure.  
 


PROPOSAL:  It is recommended that all PBN DPs and STAR procedure titles: include ‘RNAV’ 
in parentheses in the title of the procedure (as they currently do) and that all the transitions in the 
procedure be based on the same Nav Spec (RNP 1, RNAV 1, etc.) 
 


PROPOSAL:  It is recommended that all PBN procedures (Approach, DP and STAR) contain a 
PBN Requirements Box. The Box should contain PBN-related information, to include the Nav Spec, 
supporting sensors and specific advanced functionality not mandatory within the Nav Spec (e.g. RF legs 
for an RNP APCH) required for a common segment of a procedure. 







 
PROPOSAL:  It is recommended that all hybrid instrument approach procedures (i.e. IAPs with 


one or more PBN segments(s) to a conventional final approach segment should contain a PBN 
Requirements ‘Box’. The PBN Requirements ‘Box’ should contain PBN-related information, to include 
the Nav Spec, required supporting sensors and specific advanced functionality 


 
PROPOSAL: It is recommended that only a single Nav Spec be specified for the terminal routes 


on each PBN or hybrid (PBN-conventional) procedure. 
 
3.   Overview 


The U.S. is developing detailed PBN naming and charting conventions and the PARC PBN Naming and 
Charting AT assessed the various options and formats. The ICAO Procedures for Air Navigation 
Services– Aircraft Operations (PANS OPS) Amendment 6 contains ICAO guidance on PBN charting. 
However, in several areas the ICAO guidance lacks the detail necessary for a full charting 
implementation. Unless otherwise noted the guidance in this paper is either in harmony with the ICAO 
guidance or covers additional details not addressed by ICAO. 


4.   Procedure Chart Title – Instrument Approach Procedures 


Background 
Procedure titles can be divided into four separate elements (See Table 1). The first element defines the 
system used for lateral guidance in the final approach segment e.g. VOR, NDB, MLS, ILS or LOC, 
RNAV, etc. 
 
The second element of the procedure name element is the suffix. It consists of an alphabet letter e.g. A, X, 
Z, etc. and is used to indicate when there is a duplicate (or a circling) procedure to the same runway, 
airport or location. 
 
The third is the runway/course designator (and this is used when the IAP is not a circling approach) 
e.g. Rwy 14, Rwy 18C, CRS 330 etc. 


 
The fourth element only exists in RNAV procedures and is enclosed in parenthesis. This element is also 
referred to as the “parenthetical”.  This element will indicate the limitation on the available lines of 
minima when an RNP APCH LNAV line of minima is not available on the procedure. 
 


Table 1- Examples of PBN and PBN-Conventional Procedure Titles 


Title Suffix Runway Designator Parentheses 


RNAV Y RWY 31  


RNAV Y RWY 31 (AR) 


RNAV Y RWY 31 (LPV Only) 


RNAV Y RWY 31 (LPV and 
LNAV/VNAV Only) 


ILS (or GLS) Y RWY 31  







 


Recommendation #1:  Retain “RNAV” as the procedure name in the title for any procedure whose final 
approach segment is based on PBN navigation. 


The current PARC Action Team, herein and after referred to as the AT, reaffirmed the recommendations 
from the previous 2011 PARC AT for procedure naming and the chart title. The 2011 PARC AT found 
that there was insufficient benefit to changing the PBN Instrument Approach Procedure (IAP) prefix from 
RNAV to RNP to warrant the associated changes that would be required in avionics, pilot training, air 
traffic terminology, database standards, policy guidance, etc. (Refer to 2011 PARC Procedure Naming 
AT Report for detailed rationale and explanation of the recommendation attached).   


The FAA should further engage ICAO regarding this issue and file a difference if required to the current 
ICAO standard of “RNP” in the title. 


IAP Suffix 


The issue of whether the IAP suffix should include a specific attribute for the PBN procedure was 
evaluated.  Because of the relatively large number of suffixes it was unlikely to result in high levels of pilot 
recognition or understanding of the suffix’s associated attribute.  Further, as procedures are amended over 
the years, it would become very difficult to manage changing the suffix for all the procedures as changes 
were made to one procedure. It was determined that no change to the current standard for implementation of 
procedure suffixes was required. 


Procedure Title Parentheses - IAPs 


The AT recommended using parentheses to denote unique requirements for the final segment of the 
approach, over and above the most basic LNAV capability that is described in the RNP APCH Nav Spec.  
See Table 2.  This is consistent with the ICAO guidance in PANS OPS Amendment 6 on the use of the 
parentheses. 


 


Table 2 


FAS Navigation Specification & Condition Parentheses Example 


RNP APCH & Procedure has LNAV Line of 
minima 


None RNAV RWY 23 


RNP APCH & Procedure has only an LPV line of 
minima 


LPV only RNAV RWY 23 (LPV only) 


RNP APCH & Procedure has only an LNAV/VNAV 
line of minima 


LNAV/VNAV only RNAV RWY 23 (LNAV/VNAV only) 


RNP APCH & Procedure has both LPV and 
LNAV/VNAV lines of minima but no LNAV 
minima 


LPV, LNAV/VNAV 
only 


RNAV RWY 23 (LPV, LNAV/VNAV 
only) 


RNP APCH & Procedure has only an LP line of 
minima 


LP only RNAV RWY 23 (LP only) 


RNP AR APCH Nav Spec AR RNAV RWY 23 (AR) 







Recommendation #2: The AT recommends that the location of the parentheses should be at the end of the 
procedure title. This is consistent with the ICAO guidance in PANS OPS Amendment 6 for parentheses 
placement for IAPS. 


Recommendation #3:  The AT recommends that procedures with an LNAV line of minima will not 
require a parenthesis in the chart title.  Procedures without an LNAV line of minima will be assigned 
parentheses as indicated in Table 2.  This is consistent with the ICAO guidance in PANS OPS 
Amendment 6 for parentheses application for IAPS." 


Recommendation #4: Use (AR) in the parentheses for RNP AR APCH approaches. 


Even though the convention is not to include the Nav Spec in the parentheses this exception to the general 
rule maintains harmony with ICAO guidance in PANS OPS Amendment 6 and ensures the pilot is alerted 
in the procedure title that Authorization Required (AR) applies to the procedure. 


 


Procedure Chart Title – Departures and Arrivals 


The AT is recommending not following the ICAO guidance in PANS OPS Amendment 6 which states: 
“The chart shall be identified in accordance with Annex 4, 9.5 for departures and 10.5 for arrivals and 
shall include the term RNAV or RNP, depending on the navigation specification”. The ICAO guidance in 
PANS OPS Amendment 6 does not stipulate whether the Nav Spec should be in procedure title. 


Recommendation #5:  For ease of implementation and consistency with the naming of PBN IAPs, it is 
recommended that all PBN Departure Procedure (DP) and Standard Terminal Arrival (STAR) procedure 
titles: include ‘RNAV’ in parentheses in the title of the procedure and that the PBN transitions in the 
procedure be based on only a single Nav Spec (RNP 1, RNAV 1, etc.) which will be identified in the PBN 
Requirements Box. 


PBN Requirements Box Information 


Background & Overview: The ICAO guidance specified “PBN items shall be separated out and published 
in a PBN Requirements Box ...” This guidance is consistent with the 2011 PARC Procedure Naming 
Action Team Report which stated:  “It is recommended that all PBN procedures (Approach, DP and 
STAR) contain a PBN information ‘box’. The ‘box’ would contain PBN-related information, e.g., 
supporting sensors, specific functionality not mandatory within the Navigation Specification...” 


Recommendation #6: The PBN Requirements Box should be provided anytime there is a PBN segment in 
the procedure, including hybrid procedures e.g., an RNAV terminal route to an ILS, ILS to an RNP 
missed approach, etc. Additionally, the PBN Requirements Box should be separated and easily 
distinguished from other procedural and non- procedural notes and information on the chart. 
 


The elements of the ‘PBN Requirements Box’ consist of: 


a) Its location 
b) Its content and the sequence of that content 
c) Recommended abbreviations and/or acronyms 







 


Location of the PBN Requirements Box 


The ICAO guidance stated the PBN Requirements Box should be “... published in a PBN Requirements 
Box on the plan view of the chart immediately below the chart identifier.” The AT identified several 
problems with the ICAO recommendation for location of the PBN Requirements Box.  The primary 
concerns were the lack of consistency of location and covering up potentially important information in the 
plan view. 


Recommendation #7: IAPs: The PBN Requirements Box should not be located in the Plan View but 
should have a consistent location on the chart to enable the pilot to quickly locate the material and 
incorporate it in the approach briefing. See Figure 1 
 


 


Figure 1 


PBN IAP Procedure Title and PBN Requirements Box 


Recommendation #8: Departures and Arrivals: The PBN Requirements Box should be in a consistent 
location (e.g. Top Right or Top Middle) but not a floating note. See Figure 2. 
 


 
 


 
 


Figure 2 
 


DP and STAR Procedure Title and PBN Requirements Box 







Content and sequence of elements in the PBN Requirements Box 


The ICAO guidance stated “The PBN Requirements Box shall include the identification of the navigation 
specification (Nav Spec) used in the procedure design, any navigation sensor limitations and any required 
functionalities that are described as options in the navigation specification, that is, not included in the core 
navigation specification...” This guidance is also consistent with the 2011 PARC Report 
recommendations. 


Recommendation #9: The sequence of elements in the PBN Requirements Box should be consistent to 
facilitate training and understanding. The sequence should be: Nav Spec, Sensor (if a specific sensor is 
required), and additional functional requirements (not included in the Nav Spec) e.g. RF if not included in 
the requirements of the Nav Spec.  If this standard sequence is used, headings for the PBN Requirements 
Box are not needed.  


NOTE: A Functional Requirement will only be annotated if it is an optional functional requirement for 
that Nav Spec. 


Labels, Abbreviations, Acronyms – PBN Requirements Box 


PBN Requirements Box Label 


Recommendation #10:  The PBN Requirements Box does not require a title. (Refer to Figure 1 and Figure 
3) 


NOTE: In the example depicted in Figure 1and in Figure 3 an em dash (--) is recommended to separate 
the Nav Spec element from the sensor. A comma (,) is used to separate the sensor from any functional 
requirement.  From a human factors standpoint this will make the PBN Requirements Box easier to 
understand by separating the Nav Spec from the required functions. 
 


 
 


Figure 3 
 


PBN Requirements Box Acronyms – 1st  element: Nav Spec 
 
Recommendation #11:  Table 3 contains those acronyms which will be used to represent Nav Specs.  
 


 


 


 


 


 


RNP APCH - GPS, RF Required 







Item Acronym or 
Abbreviation 


Notes 


Acronym to be used for 
Nav Specs with a single 
numeric accuracy value 


RNP or RNAV 
acronym followed by a 
space followed by the 
accuracy value e.g. 
RNAV 2, RNP 1, RNP 
0.3. 


This includes the “RNP 0.3” Nav Spec. 
The “RNP 0.3”Nav Spec only appears in the 
PBN Requirements Box for IAPs titled 
“COPTER” (because in the U.S. this Nav 
Spec is associated exclusively with helicopter 
operations). 


Acronym or name to be 
used for Nav Specs 
with no single numeric 
accuracy value 


RNP APCH  
 


Acronym for RNP Approach Nav Spec 


Acronym or name to be 
used for Nav Specs 
with no single numeric 
accuracy value 


RNP AR APCH 
 


Acronym for RNP Approval Required 
Approach Nav Spec 


Acronym or name to be 
used for Nav Specs 
with no single numeric 
accuracy value 


A-RNP 
 


Acronym for Advance RNP Nav Spec 


Table 3 


PBN Requirements Box Acronyms 


Sensor Requirement Rules – PBN Requirements Box 


Background: The PBN concept is sensor independent. In principle, any sensor may be used provided it 
yields the required performance. The PBN Manual (ICAO Doc 9613) Executive Summary, paragraph 4 
states: “The PBN concept represents a shift from sensor-based to performance-based navigation. 
Performance requirements are identified in Nav Specs, which also identify the choice of navigation 
sensors and equipment that may be used to meet the performance requirements.” Thus, the absence of any 
published sensor requirement indicates that any sensor or sensor combination compatible with the Nav 
Spec is permitted. However, ICAO Doc 9613, paragraph A 5.1.2.1, 2nd note, states “Where authorized by 
the State, the multi-sensor systems may use other sensor combinations such as DME/DME or 
DME/DME/IRU that provide the navigation performance acceptable for RNP APCH”. Finally, the PBN 
Manual recognizes that there may be situations where the Air Navigation Service Provider (ANSP) may 
need to know or restrict the sensor type in use. ICAO Doc 9613, Para 3.1.4 states: “For example, 
particularly in a mixed aircraft equipage environment, controllers may need to know what navigation 
sensor an aircraft is using (i.e. RNAV 1 specification can have GNSS, DME/DME/IRU and/or 
DME/DME) on an ATS route, procedure or airspace, to understand the effect that a NAVAID outage can 
have on operations.” 


The PANS OPS Amendment 6 text states that “any navigation sensor limitations” shall be included in the 
PBN Requirements Box and provides one example “GNSS required”. Currently U.S. RNAV (GPS) charts 
also include a notation to a prohibited sensor, namely “DME/DME RNP-0.3 NA”. The AT determined 
that because the PBN Requirements Box depicts any required sensor, the “DME/DME RNP-03 NA” 
reference could be deleted. 


Recommendation #12: Delete "DME/DME RNP 0.3 NA" note from RNAV IAPs.  
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Recommendation #13: The following PBN Requirements Box rules for sensor depiction are to be applied: 


1. The absence of any sensor requirement in the PBN Requirements Box indicates that any approved 
sensor compatible with the Nav Spec is approved 


 
2. The PBN Requirements Box sensor depiction will indicate a requirement for a sensor by the 


FAA, prohibited sensors will not be indicated. (This is in harmony with the ICAO PBN Manual 
A 5.1.2.1 and avoids the evolution of a laundry list of prohibited sensors in the PBN 
Requirements Box). 


 
NOTE: It is anticipated that all PBN IAPs will indicate “GPS required”. It is envisaged that currently the 
PBN Requirements Box for U.S. DPs and STARs will depict one of the two following sensor requirement 
notes: 


a) DME/DME/IRU or GPS required, or 
b) GPS required 


 
It is understood that the FAA plans to retain the 'GPS' acronym pending the fielding and FAA approval of 
other ICAO compliant Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS). The use of the ‘GPS’ acronym will 
indicate that only the U.S. Global Position System (GPS) is approved for use as a signal/sensor. If and/or 
when another signal/sensor is approved it may be added to the PBN Requirements Box e.g. “GPS or 
GALILEO”. 


The use of the acronym “GNSS” in the sensor requirement location shall indicate that any GNSS system 
approved by the FAA is permitted.  


Recommendation #14: The FAA should continue to use the “GPS” as the required satellite navigation 
system in the sensor requirement location of the PBN Requirements Box until or unless another GNSS 
sensor is approved by the FAA. 


PBN Requirements Box Acronyms – 3rd  element: Functional Requirement Acronym  
 
Recommendation #15:  Table 4 contains the recommended acronyms for any required additional 
functions for terminal procedures. 


Table 4 


Recommendation #16:  Include required functionalities for the procedure only if they are described as 
options in the applicable Nav Spec.  


Include required functionalities for the procedure only if they are not incorporated in the core Nav Spec. 
An optional functionality is only depicted in the PBN Requirements Box when it is required to fly the 
procedure i.e. a common segment (intermediate/final/missed) requires the functionality or when all 
transitions require the functionality. See Figure 1. 


NOTE 1: The RF should not be depicted when the specified Nav Spec is A-RNP or RNP AR APCH1. 


Functionality Acronym 
Radius to Fix RF 
Parallel Offset No Acronym use full text if identified 
Time of Arrival Control TOAC   
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(1Assumes FAA incorporates RF as a required functionality for RNP AR APCH approvals)   


NOTE 2: The RF, scalability and parallel offset functionalities should not be depicted when the specified 
Nav Spec is A-RNP.  The RF and scalability should not be depicted when the specified Nav Spec is RNP 
AR APCH.  (This is contingent upon the FAA incorporating RF and scalability as a required functionality 
for RNP AR APCH). 


Approach Transitions – Depicting Optional Functional Requirements 


Recommendation #17:  When the optional functionality is only required for one of several terminal routes 
the PBN Requirements Box will not be annotated with the optional functionality or identify it with the 
transition. However, the optional functionality will be identified in the Plan View next to the applicable 
segment(s). This is consistent with the current charting convention for RNP AR APCH procedures. (Refer 
to Figure 4) 


Note that in Figure 4 the “RF 
REQD” attribute is annotated 
next to the OCN transition but not 
the ICUGA transition. 


 


 


Figure 4 
Different optional functions required for different transitions. 


FAA planned depiction of PBN Requirements Box requisites  


Based on feedback from the FAA the AT made the following assumptions: 


a) The FAA implementation of the Advanced RNP (A-RNP) Nav Spec will require RF, parallel 
offset and scalability1 as mandatory functionalities for the Nav Spec).  


b) The FAA will require RF functionality for RNP AR APCH approvals 
c) That FAA does not implement or require scalability1 in Approach Nav Specs other than A-RNP 


and RNP AR APCH (i.e. RF becomes the only functionality depicted on IAPs (when applicable) 
for those Nav Specs where it is optional i.e. RNP APCH and RNP 0.3). 
 


Table 5 shows the four different PBN Requirements Box depictions that are envisaged for PBN IAPs with 
and without RF legs: 
 


Procedure RF not required for procedure RF required for procedure 
1 RNP APCH - GPS required RNP APCH - GPS, RF required 
2 RNP 0.3 - GPS required RNP 0.3 - GPS, RF required 
3 RNP AR APCH - GPS required  
4 A-RNP - GPS required  


Table 5 


IAP PBN Box depictions 


NOTE: A-RNP and RNP AR APCH include mandatory RF and scalability functionality. For other Nav 







Specs RF is optional and scalability is not applicable. 


Table 6 shows the six different PBN Requirements Box depictions that are suggested for PBN DPs and 
STARs, with and without RF legs and scalability1: 
 
 RF not required for 


procedure 
RF required for procedure Scalability1 required for 


procedure 
1 RNAV 1 N/A – RF not allowed for RNAV 


1 
NA@ 


2 RNAV 1 - GPS required N/A – RF not allowed for RNAV 
1 


NA@ 


3 RNAV 1 – GPS or 
DME/DME/IRU required 


N/A – RF not allowed for 
RNAV 1 


NA@ 


4 RNP 1 RNP 1 -  RF required NA@ 
5 RNP 1 - GPS required RNP 1 - GPS, RF required NA@ 
6 RNP 0.3 - GPS required RNP 0.3 - GPS, RF required NA@ 
7 A-RNP - GPS required   


Table 6 – PBN Requirements Box depiction for DPs and STARs 


NA@ –By definition scalability is incompatible with a fixed accuracy value RNP or RNAV Nav Spec. 
Scalability requires functionality over a range of RNP values. 


1Scalability - Definition: The RNP system must be capable of manual or automatic entry and display of 
navigation accuracy requirements in tenths of a nautical mile (NM) between 0.3 and 1.0 NM.  
 
NOTE: Table 6 assumptions: 


1. Current RNAV 1 DPs and STARs will continue in the NAS. The PBN Requirements Box will 
indicate whether GPS is required or not 


2. RNP 2 and RNAV 2 procedures are not included in Table 4 for brevity because the FAA 
currently does not require this performance value (Nav Spec) for DPs or STARs. 


3. RNP AR DP or STAR not included because criteria does not exist at this time and there is no 
short/medium term plan to implement public RNP AR departures or arrivals. 


 


Recommendation #18: The “scalability” function should not be depicted in the PBN Requirements Box 
for PBN DPs and STARs as it is not an acceptable option with any Nav Spec used in DPs and STARs 
other than Advanced RNP, where it is a mandatory capability. 


NOTE: The AT recognized that including the “scalability” option on charts (in the PBN Requirements 
Box) would require FAA Aeronautical Information Manual (AIM) text and additional ATC and pilot 
training and understanding. (Pilots would need to have some understanding of the meaning of 
“scalability” to determine whether the aircraft was compliant.)  Additionally, the flight planning system 
would have to accommodate this attribute identifier to enable the Air Navigation Service Provider 
(ANSP) system to determine whether an aircraft is capable of being assigned a procedure requiring 
scalability. To avoid these additional complexities and recognizing that the function was limited to the A-
RNP and RNP AR APCH Nav Spec, where it is mandatory, the AT determined that including 
“scalability” in the PBN Requirements Box was neither necessary nor prudent. 


 







Hybrid Procedures 


A hybrid procedure is one that contains one or more PBN terminal routes (in the case of IAPs) or 
transitions (in the case of DPs and STARs) and contains a conventional common segment e.g. ILS Final 
Segment. 


Recommendation #19: The procedure title for the hybrid procedures should continue the current 
convention of naming the procedure based on the equipage requirement for the Final Approach Segment.  


It was determined that changing this convention was neither needed nor wise and that any change would 
have repercussions on conventional procedure title naming.  


RNP AR Banner 


Recommendation #20: Retain chart note “AUTHORIZATION REQUIRED” to be consistent with the 
existing charting of RNP AR APCH procedures. (Refer to Figure 3 for example) 


Figure 5 
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Feedback From ACF Requested


 Are two climb gradients acceptable? 
 Is labeling these CG “obstacle” or “ATC” acceptable?
 Do ODP CGs need to be labeled “obstacle”
 Is a note to “Advise ATC prior to takeoff if unable” necessary for ATC CGs?
 Can FAA establish a “standard” 500 FPNM CG to a height of 500 feet above departure 


end of runway (DER) elevation on all RNAV SIDs?
• What about RNAV Graphic ODPs?







